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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Wednesday

silenced his critics on the
Opposition benches in the
Rajya Sabha by informing the
House that violence in
Manipur is continuously
declining, schools have
reopened in most parts of the
State, and efforts are being
made to ensure return of
complete peace.
Replying to a debate in the
Upper House of Parliament
on the motion of thanks to

President Droupadi Murmu’s
address to a joint sitting of
Parliament, the Prime
Minister said more than 500
people have been arrested and
over 11,000 FIRs registered in
Manipur. 
Modi said the Centre is
working with the State
Government and others to
restore normalcy in the State.
Addressing Rajya Sabha
members, Modi said
Manipur is also grappling
with floods, prompting the
Centre to dispatch two teams
of the National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF) to

the flood-hit State.
Modi also promised action in
the NEET paper leak case,
and listed out achievements
of his past two terms and
priorities for the third. 
The Prime Minister spoke at
length on the alleged
irregularities in the conduct
of competitive exams, and
asserted that tough action
will be taken against those
involved in paper leaks.  
“We wanted there should be
no politics on a sensitive issue
like paper leak, but the
Opposition is used to it. I
assure the youth of India that

action is being taken to
ensure that those who play
with the future of students
are handed down strict
punishment,” he said.
On Manipur, Modi said
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah himself led from the
front the efforts for peace by
being in Manipur.
The Prime Minister pointed
out that the deeply rooted
social conflict in Manipur has
a long history, leading to the
imposition of President’s rule
10 times since Independence.
He also mentioned the five-
year-long social conflict in
Manipur from 1993 onwards.
Modi emphasised that there
is a need to handle the
situation with wisdom and
patience. He invited all the
like-minded people to help
him in his efforts to ensure
normalcy and peace in
Manipur.
The Prime Minister has been
facing the wrath of
Opposition led by Congress
which has charged that Modi
is yet to speak on the floor of
Parliament on the burning
issue of Manipur violence
and had again given a miss to
the subject in his more than
two-hour long speech in the
Lok Sabha a day earlier. 
The Opposition also alleged
that the Prime Minister did
not address the issue of paper
leaks about which Leader of
Opposition in the Lok Sabha
Rahul Gandhi had written to
the Prime Minister
requesting a discussion on
NEET and NET paper leaks.
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The Indian dream of having an
alternative to Twitter (now X)

has been shattered as the ‘desi’ social
media platform launched in 2020
with much fanfare, and with many
top Indian politicians and
Government departments joining in,
is to shut down. 
The world came to know about the
yellow bird, Koo, stopping to chirp
when its co-founders penned a
touching note on Wednesday about
the tough decision to bid adieu.
The disheartening news has been
received with anguish by many Koo
users. Die-hard Koo fan Vinit
Goenka, former Governing Council
Member of CRIS, Ministry of
Railways, is upset with the news. 
“This shutdown will be a significant
setback for those who believe in the
democratic values of social media, as
it highlights the unending

dominance of Western media and
their colonisation of the social media
app space,” he said.
In an emotion-filled post on
LinkedIn, co-founders Aprameya
Radhakrishna and Mayank
Bidawatka shared their
frustrating journey and
insurmountable challenges,
writing, “We explored
partnerships with multiple
larger internet companies,
conglomerates, and media
houses, but these talks
didn’t yield the
outcome we desired.” 
They expressed their
regret, saying,
“While we would
have loved to keep
the app running, the
high cost of technology
and services to maintain a
social media platform has
forced us to take this tough

decision.”
Founded in India, Koo soared to
great heights, spreading its wings to
Kenya and Brazil while in its prime.

Its rise in Kenya followed the
country’s indefinite ban on

Twitter for deleting a tweet by
Nigerian President

Muhammadu Buhari.
Around 2021, Koo’s
popularity surged in
India amid a contentious
spat between the Indian

Government and
Twitter. 
This conflict
prompted calls to
expand the

ecosystem of
homegrown digital

platforms, echoing
strongly across the virtual
world and propelling Koo to

prominence. For a while, it
seemed that this homegrown

platform would significantly
challenge and perhaps even surpass
Twitter’s popularity in India. 
However, this anticipated turn of
event never came to pass as Twitter
managed to smoothen its
relationship with the Government.
Koo experienced a rollercoaster ride
in its short existence. At its peak, this
indigenous platform boasted around
2.1 million daily active users,
approximately 10 million monthly
active users, and over 9,000 VIPs,
including some of the most
prominent personalities from
various fields.
“We were just months away from
beating Twitter in India in 2022 and
could have doubled down on that
short-term goal with capital behind
us,” they said.
“Unfortunately for us, the mood of
the market and the fund crunch got
the better of us,” the note mentioned
as the founders signed off.
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Benchmark BSE Sensex
breached the historic

80,000 level intraday for
the first time while Nifty
raced more than 162 points
to close at a fresh lifetime
high on Wednesday
following heavy buying in
banking and FMCG shares
amid firm global market
trends.
The 30-share Sensex hit the
historic 80,000 mark for
the first time earlier in the
day. It surged 632.85 points
or 0.79 per cent to a record
intraday high of 80,074.30. 
The index later closed near
the 80,000 level at
79,986.80, up by 545.35

points or 0.69 per cent over
the last close. As many as
24 Sensex shares closed
with gains and six declined. 
The BSE Sensex breached
the 78,000 level on June 25
and 79,000 for the first
time on June 27.
The Nifty climbed 162.65
points or 0.67 per cent to
end at an all-time high of
24,286.50. During the day,
it zoomed 183.4 points or
0.76 per cent to hit a fresh
intraday record peak of
24,307.25. As many as 40
Nifty shares advanced, nine
declined and one closed
unchanged. 
Among the Sensex pack,
Adani Ports rose the most
by 2.49 per cent. 
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In a major development, minutes after
Jharkhand Chief Minister Champai

Soren resigned as the State’s Chief Minister
barely 152 days after taking oath,  his
predecessor and Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha’s chief, Hemant Soren who is out
on bail in the money-laundering case by
the Enforcement Directorate (ED) staked
claim to form the next Government which
he relinquished a few months ago before
his arrest by the probe agency.
This is for the third
time that Hemant
will become the
Chief Minister of
Jharkhand. He will
be the 13th Chief
Minister of the
State, which was
carved out of Bihar
on November 15,
2000.
“A few days ago, I was made the Chief
Minister and I got the responsibility of the
State. After Hemant Soren was back, our
alliance took this decision and we chose
Hemant Soren as our leader. I have
resigned as per the decision of the JMM-
led alliance. Our alliance is strong. All
know what had happened with Hemant
Soren... I was given the responsibility by
the coalition partners. Now, the alliance
has decided in favour of Hemant Soren”,
Champai said after coming out of Raj
Bhawan.
A request was also submitted to Governor
C P Radhakrishnan by Hemant to form the
Government. After meeting with the
Governor, Hemant told the media that all
formalities to form the Government are
complete. 
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Chaos caused after Narayan
Sakaar Hari’s followers, who

tried to reach near his vehicle to seek
“darshan”, were pushed by the
godman’s security and a “slippery
slope” resulted in the stampede that
killed 121 people in Hathras, a
preliminary report of the SDM said.
Meanwhile, Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Wednesday announced a judicial
probe into the tragedy while not
ruling out the possibility of a
“conspiracy” behind the stampede.
Sub-Divisional Magistrate (SDM)
Sikandra Rao submitted the
preliminary report on the stampede
to the district magistrate (DM).
The SDM, who gave permission for
the ‘satsang’ (religious
congregation), was also present at
the venue when the incident
occurred, according to the report.
“A crowd of more than 2 lakh people
was present in the satsang pandal.
Shri Narayan Sakar Hari (Bhole
Baba) reached the satsang pandal at

about 12.30 pm and the program
went on for 1 hour.
“After this, at about 1.40 pm,
Narayan Sakaar Hari (Bhole Baba)
came out of the pandal to go
towards Etah on National Highway-
91,” the preliminary report said,
adding that when the godman was
leaving the venue, his followers
started running towards him for a
‘darshan’ and collect soil from
around his feet.
“Satsangi women/men/children etc.
Started applying the dust of Baba’s
feet on their foreheads (while
trying) to get his darshan, touch his
feet and take his blessings,” reads
the report dated July 2.
The situation worsened when more
people waiting on the divider of the
road ahead began running towards
his vehicle, it said.
“A large number of people were
already standing on the dividers in
the middle and on the sides of GT
road, who started jumping from the
dividers and started running
towards Baba’s vehicle to get his
darshan.
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The Supreme Court
Wednesday took a

strong note of an undertrial
prisoner lodged in a
Manipur jail not being taken
to a hospital for treatment
just because he belonged to
the minority ‘Kuki’
community, saying it does
not “trust the State”. 
A bench of Justices JB
Pardiwala and Ujjal Bhuyan
made some strong
observations against the State
while hearing a plea filed by
Lunkhongam Haokip that he
was suffering from piles and
tuberculosis and was not
taken to hospital by jail
officials despite having severe
backache. 
“We do not trust the
State...The accused was not
taken to hospital because he
is from the Kuki
community. So sad! We
direct him to be examined
now. If the medical report
reveals something serious,
we will take you to task,” the
bench said. 
The counsel for Haokip
claimed the jail officials did
not pay heed to persistent
requests for medical help. 
The bench perused an order
of the Manipur High Court
and found that the

undertrial prisoner was not
taken to hospital since he
was from Kuki community
and “shifting him to a
hospital will be hazardous
taking into account the law
and order situation”. 
Manipur has been in the
grip of an ethnic conflict
between the minority Kuki
and majority Meitei
communities.
The bench directed the jail
superintendent and the State
authorities “to make
necessary arrangements for
his transportation to the
Gauhati Medical College
and get him examined
therein. The medical exam
shall be as regards piles, TB,
tonsillitis, abdominal pain
as well as problems in lower
lumbar spine”. 

It sought a detailed medical
report on or before July 15
and asked the State to bear
all the expenses including
the treatment cost. 
Manipur descended into
chaos and violence in May
last year over a high court
order directing the State
Government to consider
including the non-tribal
Meitei community in the list
of Scheduled Tribes.
More than 170 people have
been killed and several
hundred others injured
since ethnic violence first
broke out in the state on
May 3 last year when a
‘Tribal Solidarity March’ was
organised in hill districts to
protest against the majority
Meitei community’s demand
for ST status. 
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Even as a high-level panel of
the Bihar Government has

launched a probe into the
recent spate of bridge collapses
across the State, yet another
incident on Wednesday
involving a bridge over the
Gandak river in Siwan district
of the State has raised serious
concern about the quality of
infrastructure and public
safety.
The latest bridge collapse
marks the seventh such
incident in a span of just 15
days in the State and second in
Siwan district in the last 11
days. 
Mercifully, however, despite
the severity of these collapses,
there have been no casualties
thus far. With the State’s rivers
swelling due to continuous
heavy rain, the possibility of
more such incidents occurring
in the coming days cannot be
discounted, members of the
Bihar Engineering Services
Association (BESA) have
warned.
The troubling series of
incidents began on June 19
with the collapse of an under-
construction bridge in Araria,
followed by collapses in Siwan
on June 22, East Champaran
on June 23, and Kishanganj on
June 24.
The collapse of the bridge over
the Gandaki river in Deooria
Block in Siwan district on

Wednesday has severed
essential connections between
several villages and
Mahrajganj, leaving the locals
at the receiving end.
Deputy Development
Commissioner Mukesh
Kumar said the exact cause is
under investigation. Senior
officials from the block have
already reached the site, he
added.
“A portion of a bridge in
Deoria block collapsed this
morning. The exact cause is
being investigated,” he added.
“The incident took place
around 5 am. As per initial
information, the bridge was
constructed in 1982-83.
Repair work was going on the
bridge for the last few days,”

Kumar added.
Villagers suggested that heavy
rainfall over the preceding
days may have contributed to
the collapse, with a surge in
Gandaki river potentially
weakening the bridge’s
structure.
This incident follows closely
on the heels of another bridge
collapse in the district just 11
days ago. On June 22, a
portion of a bridge collapsed
in Darounda area, prompting
the Bihar Government to set
up a high-level committee to
investigate these occurrences.
The cave-in was also reported
from the Bheja police station
area of Madhubani district,
situated in the State’s northern
extreme, along the borders

with Nepal.
The bridge that collapsed in
Bihar’s Thakurganj was built
in 2007-08, and had been
rendered unusable after it
developed a crack and sank by
a foot.
Similarly, a bridge in
Thakurganj block succumbed
to rising water levels in the
Bund River following heavy
rains, causing it to sink by a
foot and crack, rendering it
too dangerous for use.
The bridge, located in Khoshi
Dangi village of Patharia
panchayat, was constructed in
2007-2008 with funds from
the MP budget of the then MP
Md Tasleemuddin of
Thakurganj and was
connecting several

panchayats. 
This incident follows the
collapse of an under-
construction bridge in the
Madhubani region on June 28
which was being built by the
Rural Works Department of
the Bihar government at a cost
of  �3 crore since 2021.
Following the collapses, the
blame game has already
begun, intensifying concerns
about accountability and
oversight in Bihar’s
infrastructure management.
Rajya Sabha Leader of
Opposition and Congress
President Mallikarjun Kharge
took a swipe at the bridge
cave-in in the State while
Union Minister Jitan Ram
Manjhi smelled a possible
conspiracy behind the
incidents, implying a
deliberate attempt to defame
the BJP-led State
Government. 
“Why has the State suddenly
started witnessing incidents of
bridge collapse? Why is it
happening after the Lok Sabha
polls? Why were such
incidents not taking place a
month before? I suspect some
conspiracy behind it.
Authorities concerned must
look into this aspect,” Manjhi
said. He also acknowledged
the use of sub-standard
materials by contractors as a
contributing factor and
assured that the State
Government is taking action
against those responsible. 
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���������Law Prof stabs father to death in Bhubaneswar
NALINI SAHU     �����
BHUBANESWAR

A law university professor,
Anirudha Choudhury, alleg-
edly stabbed his father Sunil
Choudhury to death in
Bhubaneswar on Wednesday.
The motive remains unclear as
police begin their investiga-
tion.

The deceased was a retired
NALCO official. The accused
has been detained by police.
An investigation into the in-
cident has been launched.

Though the motive behind
the murder was yet to be as-

certained, sources said that the
accused killed his father as the
latter refused to give him
money to repay his loans
amounting to several lakhs of
rupees. Anirudha was staying
with his father at a Rangamatia
apartment under the
Mancheswar police station in
the capital city. 

Local residents were utterly
dismayed over the incident
and wondered how an edu-
cated professional could kill
his father in such a cruel man-
ner.

“Anirudha and his wife had
a squabble a couple of days
back and the woman had gone

to her parents’ home. I don’t
know what prompted
Anirudha to kill his father,”
said a friend of the deceased
who brought the deceased to
the hospital in a serious con-
dition.

“We have started investiga-
tion. The accused has been
detained and is being ques-
tioned. More information
about the incident could be
divulged after the investiga-
tion,” said Bhubaneswar ACP
Goutam Kisan. “They are a
good family. I have never
heard any squabble in the
family. It is an unfortunate
incident,” said a local resident.
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BISWARAJ PATNAIK

A
dmittedly, the Naveen re
gime got into trouble with
the masses the moment the

boss let his bureaucrat private sec-
retary begin flying high as a politi-
cal figure to woo people rather out-
landishly. When there were public
outcries, Naveen announced it was
his wish to have his aide get around
and make masses aware of great
deeds by his government. The op-
position party members grabbed the
golden opportunity of having
Naveen's image badly dented for
the huge blunder. The whole issue
can be attributed to arrogant over-
confidence fuelled by headless me-
dia and strategy managers, most of
whom were sycophantic soothsay-
ers. Countless well-wishers cau-
tioned the front-liners about the
suicidal moves by the BJD; but most
guys remained quiet out of fear of
losing personal benefits.

Until 2019, the BJD had kept
people in unimaginable awe of
Naveen and his close aides. The
party honchos kept imagining even
a dog would win elections on a BJD

Naveen erred lately to suffer; Majhi oblivious of grave blunders
HITTING THE BULL'S EYE

ticket because nondescript human
creatures like Pramila Bisoi and
Chandrani Murmu had become
Lok Sabha MPs to the shock of
many. The Naveen administration
of twenty-four years had become
complacent as many front-liners
had begun imagining that its popu-
larity was unshakeable and no
force on earth can unseat the BJD
as long as Naveen kept kicking.
Out of these twenty-four, nine
years were spent collaboratively

with the BJP that was instrumen-
tal in the BJD being born as an
anti-Congress outfit. But as time
rolled by, BJD strategist Pyari
Mohapatra severed ties with the
BJP and dared to go alone in 2009
for the simple reason that Naveen
had become a demigod by then.
The BJD managed to demolish the
BJP well enough until 2019 when
the saffron team improved its tally
in elections only because Modi by
then had become a real big politi-
cal hero as Prime Minister.

By the middle of 2023, the
Naveen administration was looked
down upon by the masses as they
increasingly believed the boss was
sleeping away smugly as his bu-
reaucratic support system ruled the
State. His private secretary VK
Pandian was encouraged by him
to run the State politically as well
as bureaucratically because the
2014 and 2019 elections were
massively won under the
bureaucrat's stewardship. VK had
become so unimaginably power-
ful as to have even the Chief Sec-

retary walking behind him under
full public glare. Slowly but
steadily, as the opposition party
leaders made big hue and cry about
the unconstitutional stand and
steps taken by the Naveen admin-
istration, the media, particularly
the social media, grabbed the rare
opportunity and started roasting
everyone involved in running the
State like it happens bizarrely only
in oligarchy.

Naveen never took note of the
trouble showing up already as he
was still basking in a glory that
was not real but only make-believe
by this time. The Naveen glory had
actually begun paling from the
moment VK set out on a mad pub-
lic appearances spree. VK's
bootlicking, parasitical aides per-
suaded him to believe that he was
also considered a demigod as much
as Naveen in 2009. VK got enthu-
siastic and gave up his IAS job to
turn a politician. But the way his
crooked media and strategy advi-
sors persuaded him to ignore the
rest of the fold and perform only

solo acts, the BJD began losing pub-
lic trust. Even rogues in the fold
engineered false survey reports to
impress VK. Some of them also
made money from ticket aspirants
by guile. All this while, Naveen
kept relaxing joyously and VK
believed all was extremely well.
Whoever cautioned him on his
dangerous moves was dismissed as
a foolish and ignorant creature. By
the close of 2023, the BJD had be-
come a hollow, termite-eaten out-
fit. But the truth was kept covered
up by party pinheads who licked
boots for private gains. A few of
them were placed in the Rajya
Sabha making Odisha ashamed.
Recently, after the big fall, a pin-
head of a Rajya Sabha member
blabbered utter nonsense in the
august House ranting religious sen-
timents from a horrifically writ-
ten note, which is grossly uncon-
stitutional. He obviously does not
know English or Hindi. Even in
Odia, he could not speak a word
but only read out the poor script
like a moron. Having sent such

characters to the Parliament is con-
sidered big enough sin as they eat
up precious public time and money
for doing no good to any.

Most people were not surprised
at the BJD fall because they were
frantic to see the oligarchic admin-
istration gone. This evident pub-
lic view was never sensed or
gauged by the so-called BJD strat-
egists. But for a good number of
Naveen admirers who had feared
the dreadful outcome, the shock is
intolerable as the prospects of
Naveen waking up to realities and
ruling again is rather bleak.

All the same, despite the huge
blunders committed by Naveenin
at the later stage, the overall im-
pressive footprints he has left be-
hind are difficult to match by any
regime, particularly because the
Mohan Majhi team is a weak one
against a formidably robust Op-
position. Further, the new regime
has only one experienced member
in the executive, namely KV Singh
Deo. All the rest are going to grope
in the dark for at least a year or so

without appropriate bureaucratic
support. If they ignore bureaucrats,
disaster would befall them soon.

By any chance, if the Majhi gov-
ernment shuffles up the bureau-
cracy arbitrarily without gauging
individual knowledge and skills, the
all-powerful Opposition will eat it
up, mainly in the wake of the BJP
having lost much of its steam at
the Centre. The Majhi administra-
tion will do great by clinging reli-
giously to the 'rule of law' rather
than dancing like a puppet in the
hands of masters sitting up at the
Centre.

It is also true that Majhi has done
no great job by having all four
temple doors open, which has
caused more chaos than order. Hold-
ing a public grievance 'durbar' does
indicate he is not aware of systems
and mechanisms being in place.
Such impracticable moves will ex-
haust him badly soon. He has to be
extremely smart with the bureau-
cracy to flourish like a real master;
messing up with it will certainly cost
him dearly.

‘People’s Chief Minister’: Mohan Charan Majhi lends a patient hearing to a poor farmer on his
problems at the State Guest House, the CM’s temporary office, in Bhubaneswar on Wednesday.
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After LAccMI, BJP govt may now rebrand Mo Bus

Cobra swallows cough syrup bottle

Who's ‘Vibhishan' in BJD? Is party heading to split?

HUD Minister visits Anandabana in city
Fake RAW officer held in Baleswar

ICMAI celebrates GST Day in city

Minister takes a
ride in a Mo Bus
in BBSR
PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

After 'Make in Odisha' con-
clave and LAccMI, will the
new BJP government in
Odisha rename 'Mo Bus' as
'Ama Bus'?

Speaking to the media on
Wednesday, Housing & Urban
Development Minister
Krushna Chandra Mohapatra
said the word 'Mo" (My)
smacks of arrogance. "Chang-
ing the name is no big deal and

unlikely to have an impact but
no decision has been taken in
this regards. As we have been
saying this is Ama (Our) gov-
ernment, we have to jointly
work for the progress of the
State," he said while declining
to confirm the name change.

Earlier in the day, the minis-
ter took a ride in a 'Mo Bus'
from Master Canteen to the
Gadakana bus depot after pur-
chasing a ticket to understand
the "problems of people and
what they want". "They are
happy with the services being
provided. But these buses get
overcrowded during rush hours

and, therefore, they want more
buses to run during those peri-
ods," he said.

Mohaptra also informed that
the Centre would provide 400
e-buses under a Central scheme
to augment the transport sys-

tem in Odisha. "Of these, 100
each will ply in the twin cities
of Bhubaneswar and Cuttack.
The buses will be run on dif-
ferent routes as per the require-
ment of the people," he said.

The minister was accompa-

nied by Capital Region Urban
Transport (CRUT) Managing
Director Arun Bothra.

Notably, the government
has decided to rename Loca-
tion Accessible Multi-Modal
Initiative (LAccMI) bus service
as Mukhyamantri Bus Seva.
The buses, originally green,
have also been painted orange
as was seen at Dhenkanal on
Tuesday.

'Make in Odisha' Conclave,
which showcases the State's
business potential and manu-
facturing prowess, is also likely
to be rebranded as 'Utkala In-
vestors' Summit'.

Know what
Bhubaneswar
Corporator
Ameresh Jena
says
PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

Who is the Vibhishan in

Biju Janata Dal (BJD)? Who is

trying to disintegrate the re-

gional party in Odisha? BJD

corporator Amaresh Jena's ex-

plosive statement in

Bhubaneswar has further

thickened speculations of a rift

within the Naveen Patnaik-led

party.

 It was earlier speculated that

several BJD corporators in

Bhubaneswar are likely to

switch to another political

party. Amaresh had earlier ac-
cused former Minister Ashok
Panda and Bhubaneswar Cen-
tral MLA Anant Narayan Jena
of creating a division among
BJD corporators. After at-
tending a meeting at the resi-
dence of senior BJD leader
and former Minister Pratap
Keshari Deb, he claimed that
there is a Vibhishan in the re-
gional party. His statement
has now added further heat
to the political atmosphere in
the State capital.

 What Did Amaresh Say?

 At the meeting held at the
residence of Deb, apart from
BJD Bhubaneswar district
president Sushant Rout, BJD
organisational secretary
Pranab Prakash Das and
Pramila Mallik, several cor-

porators were also present.
After the meeting, Amaresh
claimed that some people are
trying to create a split among
BJD corporators, but the
party remains united. The
party president has been in-
formed about this and a fit-
ting reply has been given to
the Vibhishana in the re-
gional outfit. Amaresh said a
strong warning has been is-
sued and stringent action will
be taken.

 Why fear of defection?

 Amaresh had on Tuesday
expressed apprehension
about possible defection by
some BJD corporators and
alleged that Ashok Panda and
Anant Jena were trying to
disintegrate the party to
boost their supremacy. He

claimed that since party cor-
porators have failed to main-
tain proper coordination
among them, BJP may take
advantage of the situation.
He also claimed to have
heard about some BJD cor-
porators being in touch with
BJP. Some corporators were
stated to have met BJP MLA
Babu Singh. Photos of the
meeting added further fuel to
the speculations of fissure in
BJD.

 Meanwhile, the BJD cor-
porators held a joint Press
meet and announced that
they are united. As many as
24 BJD corporators met at a
hotel in Bhubaneswar and
made it clear that there is no
rift among them. Declaring
Naveen Patnaik as their un-

challenged leader, they said
they are all united.

 Old story in BJD

 In the run up to the re-
cent elections, serious con-
flicts in the regional party
had come to the fore. A seri-
ous confrontation was wit-
nessed between Anant Jena
and Amaresh Jena in
Bhubaneswar Central Assem-
bly constituency. Similar tussle
was seen between Ashok
Panda and Biranchi Narayan
Mahasupakar in Ekamra seg-
ment over ticket allocation.
Finally, Ashok and Anant
bagged BJD tickets and con-
tested the Assembly polls.
However, BJD lost in Ekamra
and Anant scraped through
with a wafer-thin victory mar-
gin in Bhubaneswar Central

primarily because of rebellion
in the party. Lok Sabha seat
was also retained by the BJP.

 While BJD seems to be en-
countering a major crisis af-
ter its poll debacle, observers
wonder as to why party meet-
ings are being held outside
Naveen Niwas and Sankha
Bhawan. VK Pandian hap-
pened to be a major force in
the regional party till the dec-
laration of election results.
Though Naveen is the BJD
president, Pandian was tak-
ing decisions for the party and
organisation. However, after
he withdrew from active poli-
tics, BJD appears to be fac-
ing severe internal tussle.
Observers wonder as to who
is being referred to as
Vibhishan by Amaresh.

Advocates for
more such
facilities
TATHYA     �����   BHUBANESWAR

Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD) Minister
Krushna Chandra Mahapatra
visited several notable parks
and gardens in Bhubaneswar
on Tuesday.

Accompanied by Vice-
Chairman of the Bhubaneswar
Development Authority
(BDA) Balwant Singh and
other officials, the Minister's
early morning tour included
Anandabana, the State Silvi-
culture Garden at Ghatikia, Dr
APJ Abdul Kalam Park at
Kalinga Nagar and the Waste
to Art Park at K-7, Kalinga

Nagar.
At Anandabana,

Bhubaneswar's premier urban
forest park, the Minister spent
quality time exploring the fa-
cilities. He planted a Swarna
Champa sapling and visited
the open library, amphitheatre,
parking space and other
amenities. He suggested devel-
oping a flower garden within
Anandabana to support local
livelihoods and expressed his

desire to see similar parks es-
tablished throughout the city.
Covering 89.05 acres,
Anandabana offers various
amenities, including ample
parking, benches, gazebos, rain
shelters, a children's play area,
public facilities and healthy
food kiosks.

At the Waste to Art Park in
K-7, Kalinga Nagar, the Min-
ister instructed officials to ex-
pedite its redevelopment work.

Spanning 4.5 acres, the park
will feature sports facilities in-
cluding roll ball, skating and
basketball. Additionally, it will
include flower bed trails, vari-
ous landscaping elements and
sculptures. The park is being
developed by the BDA.

During his visit to Dr APJ
Abdul Kalam Park, the Minis-
ter urged officials to expedite
the ongoing redevelopment
work and initiate a light-and-
sound show to attract more
visitors. The BDA manages
this park.

At the State Silviculture
Garden, which is being devel-
oped by the BDA and the For-
est Department, the Minister
asked officials to complete the
ongoing work promptly and
open the facility to the public.

Snake Helpline
members save its
life
PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

Acommon cobra here was
saved by Snake Helpline
members after it swallowed a
cough syrup bottle. The snake,
struggling to regurgitate the
bottle, was aided by the vol-
unteers who widened its jaw
to free the bottle.

The incident was shared by
Principal Chief Conservator of
Forests Wildlife (PCCF)
Susanta Nanda on his official
X. He said timely action by
the Snake Helpline members
saved the life of common co-
bra.

Honorary Wildlife Warden
Subhendu Mallick said, “We

got information about the in-
cident. After reaching the spot,
we saw that the cobra was
struggling to regurgitate the
cough syrup bottle. The cap
side of the bottle was inside
the cobra’s jaws. After some
assistance, the snake regurgi-
tated the bottle on its own.”

According to Mallick, it
could have been a judgmental
error by the snake, for which
it swallowed the bottle. The
snake was in pain and it be-
came weak.

“After the bottle was re-
moved, the snake was released
in a safer place,” Mallick added.

PNS     �����   BALESWAR

A man, who was allegedly
involved in several frauds by
impersonating himself as the
State head of the Research and
Analysis Wing (RAW), was
apprehended by the
Sambalpur police with the help
of their Baleswar counterparts.

 The arrested was identified
as Satyanarayan Nayak (46) of
Begumpur village under the
Remuna police station in
Baleswar district.

According to reports,
Nayak, after setting up a fake
organisation, was mainly tar-

geting businessmen and ex-
torting money after terrorising
them in the pretext of raids.
His men were conducting raids
impersonating as RAW agents
in different parts of the State
and extorting money.

The accused recently con-
ducted a false raid on a liquor
shop in Hirakud town of
Sambalpur and returned to
Remuna. After learning of the
syndicate of Nayak, the
Sambalpur police alerted the
Remuna police.

The accused was nabbed by
the Remuna police and handed
over to the Sambalpur police.

PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

The ICMAI-Bhubaneswar
Chapter celebrated the GST
Day at the CMA Bhawan on
Monday. The event focused on
the theme "53rd GST Council
Recommendations and its
Impact on Industry & Con-
sumer''.

Deputy Director, Director-
ate of Revenue Intelligence
(DRI), Bhubaneswar Sribas
Nath was chief guest. He shared
the important insights about
the 53rd GST Council's rec-
ommendations. Niranjan
Swain, Past Chairman of the
Chapter & EIRC, advocate at
the Orissa High Court and tax
consultant, spoke as the re-
source person and explained
how the 53rd GST Council's

recommendations would af-
fect industries and consumers.

Treasurer of ICMAI-EIRC
Damodar Mishra addressed
the meeting as special guest.
Chairman of the chapter
Ramesh Chandra Patra deliv-
ered the welcome address and
vice-chairman Sarat Kumar
Behera extended a vote of
thanks.

Chairman, PD Committee
of the chapter Soumya Ranjan
Jena coordinated the event
and delivered the keynote ad-
dress.  Secretary of the chapter
Barada Prasana Nayak wel-
comed the guests.

The participants in the dis-
cussion included members,
past chairmen, managing
committee members and final
year students of the chapter.
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JUSTICE SARANGI CHIEF JUSTICE OF JHARKHAND HC
Cuttack: Judge of Orissa High Court Justice
Bidyut Ranjan Sarangi was on Wednesday
appointed as the Chief Justice of Jharkhand
High Court. The appointment was made
by President Droupadi Murmu in consul-
tation with Chief Justice of India Dhananjaya
Y Chandrachud, informed Union Law Min-
ister Arjun Ram Meghwal through a post on X.

FORMER BJP MLA ADITYA MADHI PASSES AWAY
Bhubaneswar: BJP leader and former
Malkangiri MLA Aditya Madhi passed away
on Wednesday while undergoing treatment
at a hospital in Bhubaneswar. He was 50.
According to sources, he had been ailing
with chronic kidney disease and had under-
gone a kidney transplant two years ago.
Madhi had won the Malkangiri constituency in 2019.

RDA LEGAL ASST DISMISSED FROM SERVICE
Cuttack: Rourkela Development Authority (RDA) Legal As-
sistant Manoj Kumar Dash was on Wednesday dismissed from
service after being convicted in a corruption case. On June
26, a Special Vigilance Court in Sundargarh convicted two
former RDA officials and Dash in the corruption case. Dash
was sentenced to undergo rigorous imprisonment for a period
of two years. In default to pay the fine, he has to undergo
another three months' imprisonment. Following Dash's con-
viction, the Vigilance communicated to the competent au-
thority to take appropriate action against him. Accordingly,
he was dismissed from service.

TEHSILDAR, PRIVATE PERSON HELD TAKING BRIBE
Brahmapur: Dhobei Nayak, Tehsildar, Khandapada in Nayagarh
district, and Prasanna Kumar Sahoo and his Muharir were
apprehended by the Vigilance police while accepting a bribe of
Rs 20,000 from a person on Tuesday. The Tehsildar had de-
manded the bribe from the complainant to release his seized
sand-laden Hyva. Sahoo was nabbed by the anti-corruption
agency while receiving the money as per the direction of
Nayak. Following the trap, simultaneous searches were con-
ducted at three different locations of Nayak from the dispro-
portionate asset (DA) angle.

198 PETITIONS RECEIVED IN K'JHAR DM GRIEVANCES MEET
Keonjhar: A public grievances meeting was held presided over
by district Collector Vishal Singh here. Total 198 petitions
were received out of which 166 were personal problems and
32 were community based and 42 cases were disposed of on

the spot. The public grievances meeting was stopped due to
election model code of conduct. SP Nitin Kushelkar, DFO
Dhanraj HD, ADMs Jadumani Mahala and Lalit Soreng,
Prakshya Agrawalla (IAS probationer), CDMO Dr Kishore
Kumar Prusty, among others  were present on the occasion.
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Gurukul teacher
detained for sexual
harassment
PNS     �����   PURI

Some students of a Gurukul
Ashram located in the Delanga
area of Puri district have
brought sexual harassment al-
legations against a teacher.

Following a complaint by
some guardians of the students
in this connection at the
Delanga police station, the
concerned teacher was de-
tained and questioned over the
allegations against him.

Notably, many children
from the district and outside
are the students of the Gurukul
Ashram. "As many as three stu-
dents of the Gurukul have
lodged an FIR at the police sta-
tion alleging sexual harassment
by the teacher," said Pipili SDPO
Biranhi Narayan Pati. "A case
in this connection has been reg-
istered under the POCSO Act.
The concerned teacher has been
detained and his questioning is
currently underway as part of
the investigation into the inci-
dent," he added.

PNS     �����   KEONJHAR

Allegations of cash short-
age in Tata Sponge Employ-
ees Co- operative store will be
inquired into by ARCS,
Champua," said Deputy Reg-
istrar of Co- Operative Soci-
ety, Keonjhar Subhra Kanti
Tung.

 He further said that the
next date of inquiry has been
fixed on July 9 and on that
day all the parties are required

to be present in the court of
ARCS to submit their respec-
tive grievances and after the
findings of the inquiry report
necessary action as deemed fit
will be taken.  Sources said that
the cooperative society is short
of cash to the tune of Rs 22,
30,000 as on June 30, 2023.
In this regard, all the board of
directors had been constantly
raising their issues at different
forums and demanding for the
recovery of the same.

Seva meant to
preserve wooden
bodies of deities
PNS     �����   PURI

The sibling deities of the
Jagannath Temple in Puri
were provided ‘Phuluri’ oil
treatment, popularly known as
‘Phuluri Tela Seva’, on the oc-
casion of Anasara Panchami
on Thursday last.

The age-old practice of
‘Phuluri oil’ (a special herbal
oil) treatment is part of the ritu-
als during the ‘Anasara’ stay of
the Lords after supposedly fall-
ing ill due the elaborate bath
with 108 pitchers of herbal and
aromatic water on the Snan
Purnima. The Snan Purnima
was held this year on June 22.

The Bada Odia Mutt, which
is the Adi Pitha of Atibadi
Jagannath Das,
prepares Puluri Tela, which is
applied on the wooden idols
on Ashtami to protect them
from moths and insects. The
oil is made using flowers such

a s  K e t a k i ,  M a l l i ,  B o u l a
and Champa, roots, sandal-
wood powder, camphor, rice
and grains. The main ingredi-
ent is sesame oil.

Speaking to media, Bada
Odia Mutt
Mahanta  Bansidhar  Das
Goswami said that the oil is
prepared during previous Hera
Panchami and preserved in an
earthen pot kept in a pit un-

der the soil.
As part of the elaborate ritu-

als after the oil
massage, Kaintha Atha (wood
apple) is applied to the deities
and idols are covered with new
clothes. Since the idols are
made of wood, Badagrahies
check the idols minutely dur-
ing this period.

Likewise, Khadi (primer) is
applied to the deities on

the Khadilagi Ekadasi.
During this period, the ail-

ing deities are offered only
fruits and water, mixed with
cheese and ‘Dasamula’ (herbal)
medicines while Daitapati
Sevayats perform secret ritu-
als to cure them.

The Chaka Bije Niti is held
on Dasami when deities are
said to regain balance and feel
better after sitting properly on

the wheels. Khadilagi  and 
Rakta  Bastra lagi rituals are
held on Ekadasi.

On Dwadasi, Raja Prasad
Bije Niti is held. During the
ritual, the Daitapatis take all

the items of sibling deities to

the Gajapati Maharaja, who is

the first servitor of Lord

Jagannath, and inform him

about the deities having been

cured.

On Treyadashi, Ghanalagi

ritual is held. Ghana, which is

made of ropes, is tied to the

deities during this ritual, which

takes over 10 to 12 hours.

It is followed

by Banakalagi ritual when the

deities are painted in a new

colour. Notably, no chemicals are

used in the colours. The main

ingredient is Kasturi Nabhi

 (musk collected from a stag’s

navel).  Following Ghanalagi 

and  Banakalagi  rituals, the dei-

ties are decked up in Nabajoubana

Besha on Amabasya.  Essentially,

it is the annual maintenance of

wooden idols with natural pre-

servatives.

Based on fresh
plaint by woman
PNS     �����   BRAHMAPUR

A case has been registered
by the Kabisuryanagar police
in Ganjam district against
former Minister Srikanta Sahu
and his family members for
allegedly misbehaving with a
woman.

According to reports, the
case was registered based on a
complaint lodged by one
Sanjukta Mahala. Police have
initiated investigation into
the woman's allegation that
she was misbehaved during a
visit to the Polsara MLA's resi-

dence on February 14, 2024.
She accused Sahu and fam-

ily members of having physi-
cally assaulting her apart from
abusing her.

Sanjukta claimed that
though she had lodged a com-
plaint about the incident at the
Kabisuryanagar police station,
but instead of taking action
against the accused police ar-
rested her, she claimed in her
fresh complaint.

 Police said probe into the
matter was ongoing and ap-
propriate action would be
taken. No reaction has so far
been available from Sahu or
his family members on the
development.

Notably, Sanjukta had ear-
lier lodged two complaints
against Sahu at the Mahila
police station in Bhubaneswar
accusing the former Minister
of having betrayed her after
being in a relationship for nine
years and subjecting her to
physical and mental harass-
ment. She had also cited threat
to her life and demanded po-
lice protection.

Sahu had been removed
from the then BJD Ministry
following these allegations.

In August 2023, Sanjukta
also moved the Orissa High
Court seeking a direction for
proper investigation into her
allegations.

PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

The CBI has arrested the
General Manager of the Food
Corporation of India (FCI)
posted in Bhubaneswar for al-
legedly receiving a bribe of Rs
one lakh for securing a tender
relating to transportation of
rice.

Besides, FCI GM Prem
Singh Bhanot, the CBI  also
arrested the organisations's Ac-
counts Manager Sanjoy Dey,
Pr SP Traders and Suppliers Pvt
Ltd's proprietor Malina Dey
and middleman Syed Hasnain
Ahmed, they said.

The CBI has alleged that
Bhanot "aided and favoured"
the SP Traders and Suppliers
in connection with the tender
pertaining to transportation of
rice grain.

"An accused middleman
contacted and informed the
FCI GM that the said propri-
etor would like to offer him a
bribe for having facilitated her
in the allotment of work or-
der in tender. The accused GM
asked him to inform the pro-
prietor to give Rs 5 lakh as bribe
in lieu of this favour rendered
to her," said a CBI spokesper-
son.

The agency carried out a trap
operation in which Bhanot,
Ahmed and Malina Dey were
arrested when the bribe was
exchanged.

"All the arrested accused per-
sons were produced before the
competent court at
Bhubaneswar and have been
remanded to custody till July
6," the spokesperson said.

The CBI seized Rs 5 lakh in
cash, locker keys, mobiles,
laptops and incriminating
documents during searches in
Kolkata, Hyderabad and
Bhubaneswar, the spokesper-
son added.

To continue for 2
months
PNS     �����   BRAHMAPUR

The Prime Minister's TB-
Free India Campaign has been
launched in the State. Health
Minister Dr Mukesh Mahaling
inaugurated the Integrated
Health Survey Campaign
from Ganjam district on
Monday.

 Speaking at the event
organised in Brahmapur,
Health Minister Mahaling said
that health is wealth and ev-
eryone should be vigilant
about it. The integrated sur-
vey campaign is organized
under the auspices of the es-
teemed Prime Minister and
will be made more public-cen-
tric through extensive aware-
ness measures, he asserted.

 Fisheries and Animal Re-

sources Minister
Gokulananda Mallick, who
also attended as a guest, ex-
pressed that the campaign
would become more effective
through awareness efforts. This
year's campaign will focus on
regular vaccinations for those
previously left out and will
include proper screening for
individuals. Pregnant women
who haven't been tested for

Hepatitis-B will also be incor-
porated into the initiative.

 The awareness campaign
will continue for the next two
months. ASHA workers will
visit every house in rural and
urban areas to educate people
about ORS preparation, zinc
usage, the use of LLIN/ITN,
hand washing, and the treat-
ment of dangerous diarrhoea,
TB, leprosy, and other medi-

cal practices. An integrated
IEC programme will enhance
community-level awareness,
informing people about the
preparation and use of neces-
sary materials.

 Guests at the event in-
cluded Brahmapur MLA K
Anil Kumar, Chhatrapur MLA
Krushnachandra Nayak,
Sorada MLA Nilamani Bisoyi,
Brahmapur Mayor
Sanghamitra Dalai, Ganjam
district Collector Dibya Jyoti
Parida, Brahmapur Sub-Col-
lector Dheenah Dastageer and
District Chief Medical Officer
Dr Uma Shankar Mishra. A
health awareness chariot was
inaugurated, and many ben-
eficiaries received nutritious
food and MDD kits from the
guests. Numerous ASHA
workers, ANM workers, and
other dignitaries attended the
event.

Overhead tank
construction not
finished despite
passage of 4 yrs
SRIKUMAR MAHANTA     �����
SONEPUR

The State Government
pumps in lakhs of rupees un-
der the Basudha and
Swajaldhara Yojana to ensure
safe drinking water in rural
pockets of the State. One such
project was found in the for-
ested and hilly Dovlong vil-
lage under Chhakormal gram
panchayat in Sonepur block in
Subarnapur district.

 To provide clean drinking
water to the residents of
Dovlong village, an overhead
tank was constructed in the
village spending lakhs of ru-

pees in 2020-21. Although it
has been more than 4 years,
but till today the construction
of overhead tank and pipe-lay-
ing works has not been com-
pleted. It seems around 300
families in the village have to
wait much longer to get safe
drinking water.

 Even in this rainy season,
village women stand in a queue
at a tube well in the village to
collect their daily quota of
drinking water. A resident of
Dovlong, Jogendra Kumbhar
said they have taken up the
water problem with the offi-
cials and political leaders but
to no avail.

 "Sometimes, we spot small
insects in the water we collect
from the tube well. So we have
tied a piece of cloth to filter
out the dust and insects," said
Sumati Kumbhar, a Dovlong

village resident.
 The villagers alleged that the

contractor doing the work is
botching it up, raising doubts
about its durability. The con-
tractor is paying no heed to
the instruction of the admin-
istration while the RWSS failed
to monitor the construction.
This has caused a lot of resent-
ment among people. Again,
pipelines are supposed to be
laid about five feet below un-
derground, but three-foot deep
pits are dug up, the villagers
alleged.  The residents alleged
that despite repeated com-
plaints, the authorities have
largely remained nonchalant.

 When asked about the
project, Sonepur RWSS divi-
sion Junior Engineer Bikash
Kumar Tarai said, "We have
already directed the contrac-
tor to finish the project soon."

PNS     �����   KAKATPUR

A helpless mentally de-
ranged old woman was living
in a miserable condition on the
roadside in Astarang area of
Puri district. The old woman
could not say where she came
from because she could not
open her mouth. It was rain-
ing on the side of the road.

 But seeing this happening,
Astarang journalist Vijay

Behera gave the woman
clothes and food every day
from home and kept her in a
safe place for a few days. On
Monday, Lakshmi, the men-
tally challenged woman, was
dropped off at a rehabilitation
home in Nimapara by social
worker Satyabrat Lenka and
Somya Ranjan Biswal, with the
help of journalists Behera and
Ashish Barik, spending their
own money.

PNS     �����   NAYAGARH

District Superintendent of
Police Rahul Jain has sus-
pended three police officials
on the charge of dereliction of
duty after they allegedly ig-
nored a complaint regarding
a series of loot incidents.

Those suspended were Sub-
Inspector (SI) Hasina
Pradhan, Assistant Sub-In-
spector (ASI) Rajeshwari Naik
and Constable Purnachandra
Mohapatra of the Nayagarh

Sadar police station.
According to reports, mis-

creants had broken into houses
and looted jewelleries and cash
amounting to over Rs 20 lakh
at Golgola village under the
Sadar police station on June 30.

When locals approached
police for help that night, they
were allegedly asked to report
the matter the following morn-
ing. The SP got know about
the indifference of the cops
while visiting the village on
learning about the thefts.

By Rotary Club,
ERIC
PNS     �����   BRAHMAPUR

The Rotary Club of
Brahmapur, in association with
AVBD (Association of Volun-
tary Blood Donation), Odisha
Chapter, and the Brahmapur
Chapter of ERIC (Eastern Re-
gional Institute of Chartered
Accountants) of ICAI (Insti-
tute of Chartered Accountants
of India), organised a blood
donation camp on Monday.

 The camp collected a total
of 64 units of blood, making
it a resounding success. The
event was graced by Rotary
Club of Brahmapur president RL
Tarun, secretary RVG Ravi
Kumar, and other members, in-
cluding Mihir Panigrahi, V Ajay,
Satyakam Patro, V Santosh
Kumar, Srinivas Prusty, M
Praveen, G Ram Kumar, V
Satyanarayana, Sarthak, Gopi
Krishna, and Gopi Ram. Project
Chairman RV Prashant and Co-
Project Chairman Abishek
Lohiya conducted the camp.

Variety of saplings
planted
PNS     �����   JODA

The Tata Steel observed the
Van Mahotsav at Joda on Tues-
day highlighting the importance
of environmental equilibrium
and the role of trees in it.

The event aimed to raise
awareness about the crucial
role trees play in maintaining
ecological balance and com-
bating climate change.  As part
of the programme, around 20
local journalists participated

enthusiastically, planting a
variety of saplings including
mango, lemon, guava, and
chikoo. The hands-on involve-
ment of the media underscored
the collaborative effort needed
to tackle environmental chal-
lenges and promote sustain-
able practices.  Participating in
the event, Tata Steel Joda unit
chief Rajesh Kumar highlighted
the importance of plantation.
Considering the current envi-
ronmental situation due to
rise of temperature, plantation
has become the need of the
hour, the speakers observed.
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Apolice officer can detain a
person who resists or dis-

regards lawful directions to
prevent a cognisable offence,
according to the Bharatiya
Nagarik Suraksha Sanhita
(BNSS) which came into effect
on Monday.
Also, the newly enacted
Bharatiya Nyaya Sanhita, which
replaces the British-era Indian
Penal Code, has made sexual
offences “gender neutral” for
the victim and the perpetrator,
according to official docu-
ments.
The BNSS, which replaced the
British-era Code of Criminal
Procedure, has introduced “a
new insertion” as Clause 172 in
‘Preventive Action of the Police’.
It states that people must con-
form to directions of the police
issued in the course of pre-
venting the commission of a
cognizable offence, officials
said.
The provision allows a police
officer to detain such person
and produce them before a
magistrate or, in petty cases,
release the person as soon as
possible within 24 hours, they
said.
Under the BNSS, police offi-
cials have been given a layer of
immunity in cases of derelic-
tion in carrying out duties on
the orders of an executive mag-
istrate to disperse unlawful
assembly. In such cases, police
officers cannot be prosecuted
without the sanction of the gov-
ernment.

Under clause 58 of the BNSS,
police personnel can now pro-
duce an arrestee before any
magistrate within 24 hours
even if the judicial officer does
not have jurisdiction, officials
said.A provision has also been
made under Clause 53 that a
medical practitioner conduct-
ing an examination of an
arrested person can conduct
one more medical exam if the
practitioner deems it fit, the
officials said.
To misuse arrest provisions by
the police, an additional oblig-
ation has been cast on the state
governments under BNSS
clause 37/B to designate a
police officer who would be
responsible for maintaining
information about all arrests
and arrestees. 
The information will have to be
prominently displayed in every
police station and at district
headquarters.
The new criminal law also
makes it mandatory for a police

officer to get permission from
an officer ranked Deputy
Superintendent of Police or
above in case of offences pun-
ishable with imprisonment
below three years and the
accused being infirm or above
60 years of age.
Information related to an arrest
can now be furnished to “any
other person” apart from the
present arrangement of “rela-
tive or a friend”.
“The category of persons who
could be informed regarding
the arrest of an arrestee has
been expanded to include ‘any
other person’, apart from the
existing provisions related to
informing any relative or a
friend,” an official said.
Clause 48/3 of BNSS makes it
mandatory that an entry of the
fact as to who has been
informed of the arrest shall be
made in a book to be kept in
the police station in such form
as the state government may
provide.
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The Congress on Wednesday
claimed that Prime

Minister Narendra Modi’s legit-
imacy has been diminished to
“one-third” and his
Government is on its “last
legs” and can fall anytime.
Hitting out at the Prime
Minister over his remarks on
Manipur in the Rajya Sabha,
the Congress also said he made
an “astounding claim” that the
situation is normal there when
in actuality it is still tense and
pointed out that he has still not
visited the State since violence
erupted in May last year.
The Opposition party’s asser-
tion regarding recently held
Lok Sabha polls came over the
Prime Minister’s remarks in the
Rajya Sabha that since the
results came out, one Congress
leader kept on beating the
drum that there is a “one-
third government” in
place.”What can be a bigger
truth than this that we have
completed 10 years, 20 more
are left. One-third is done,
two-thirds are still left and so
we are very happy for this pre-
diction,” Modi said in his reply
to the debate on the Motion of
Thanks to the President’s
Address to the joint sitting of
Parliament.
Modi’s remarks were an appar-
ent dig at Congress leader
Jairam Ramesh, who has been
referring to the PM as ‘one-

third PM’. Reacting to the
remarks, Congress general sec-
retary Ramesh said, “As always,
the ‘one-third’ Pradhan Mantri
is distorting. The label of ‘ek
tihai (one-third)’ does not refer
to his government’s tenure. It
refers to our very own non-bio-
logical PM.” “After the resound-
ing personal, political, and
moral defeat of June 4th, it is
his legitimacy and aura that has
been diminished to one-third
- and he himself is dependent
on two other Ns for his politi-
cal survival. His Government is
anyways on its last legs and can
fall anytime,” Ramesh said in an
apparent reference to JD(U)’s
Nitish Kumar and TDP’s N
Chandrababu Naidu.In his
speech in the Rajya Sabha,
Prime Minister Modi said the
2024 general election verdict
showed people have rejected
propaganda and voted for per-
formance. He said the politics
of misleading people has been
defeated.
Modi said for his party BJP, the
Constitution is not just a com-
pilation of articles but its spir-
it and words are very important

too. As regards Manipur,
Congress criticism came after
Prime Minister Modi said vio-
lence in Manipur is continu-
ously declining and the schools
have reopened in most part of
the state, and efforts are being
made to ensure a return of
complete peace. Speaking in
the Rajya Sabha, Modi said the
Centre was working with the
state government and others to
restore normalcy in the state.
In his reaction to the remarks,
Jairam Ramesh said, “Today in
the Rajya Sabha, after months
of absolute silence on the issue,
the non-biological PM made
the astounding claim that the
situation in Manipur is nor-
mal.”
“In actuality, the situation is still
tense as the MP from Inner
Manipur pointed out in the Lok
Sabha on 1st July. And the non-
biological Pradhan Mantri has
still not visited Manipur since
it erupted on the night of May
3rd, 2023 — nor has he met
with the political leaders of the
state. The President’s Address
too was silent on the issue,” he
said.
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In a historic feat Surgeon
Commodore Diviya Gautam

has become the first serving
Naval Woman Officer from
India to climb Mount
Kilimanjaro, at a height of
19,341 ft on 6 June, Coast
Guard said here on Wednesday.
Mt Kilimanjaro is world's high-
est freestanding mountain and
Africa's tallest peak.
Giving details, officials said
Diviya Gautam is posted as
Principal Director Medical
Services at Coast Guard
Headquarters on deputation
from Indian Navy. She joined
the Indian Navy as a Doctor
after graduating from
Government Medical College
Patiala in 1995.
She climbed the peak along

with her husband Commodore
Gauarv Gautam (Retired) and
8 other Indian friends now set-

tled in the US. Though the cou-
ple did not have adequate
physical preparation due to
service exigencies but they owe
their success to their military
training, mental grit,
endurance and proper accli-
matisation, given the high alti-
tude and varying weather con-
ditions.
Despite the physical and men-
tal challenge involving diverse
climatic zones making it an
even more challenging endeav-
or,  Diviya Gautam demon-
strated remarkable persever-
ance and determination. The
couple's ascent to the snow-clad
peak is a testament of their
good order training, will power
and support of their organizing
team and the teammates.
They had started the final trek
at 12 midnight and reached the
summit of Mount Kilimanjaro,
Uhuru Peak on 6 June 2024 at
7:20 am after trekking non-stop
for 7 hours. 

First Indian woman Naval

officer scales Mt Kilimanjaro 
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin on Wednesday

expressed condolences over
the stampede at a religious con-
gregation in Uttar Pradesh in
which 121 people were killed.
Several envoys here including
Germany, China, France and
Israel also mourned the deaths.
“President of #Russia Vladimir
Putin sent a condolence mes-
sage to President of #India
Droupadi Murmu & Prime
Minister of India Narendra
Modi over the tragic stampede
in #UttarPradesh: Kindly
accept the most sincere con-
dolences over the tragic acci-
dent in Uttar Pradesh,” the
Russian Embassy in India said
in a social media post.
The stampede took place on
Tuesday at Phulrai village in
Sikandra Rao area of the
Hathras district of Uttar
Pradesh. The victims were part
of the crowd of thousands that
had gathered near Phulrai vil-
lage in the Sikandrarau area for
the ‘satsang’ by religious a

preacher. 
Meanwhile, envoys of several
countries, including Germany,
France, China and Israel have
mourned the loss of lives in a
stampede in Uttar Pradesh’s
Hathras and extended condo-
lences to the victims’ families. 
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar in a social media
post on  on Tuesday had said
he was deeply distressed by the
tragic incident.
“Deeply distressed by the trag-
ic loss of lives in a stampede in
Hathras, Uttar Pradesh. Sincere
condolences to the bereaved
families. Pray for the speedy
recovery of the injured,” he
wrote on the social media plat-
form.The stampede at a reli-
gious congregation killed 121
people as devotees suffocated to
their deaths and bodies piled
atop each other in the worst
such tragedy in recent years.
The incident took place as the
devotees -- most of them
women -- headed home after a
‘satsang’ in the Hathras district’s
Phulrai village. 
The ‘satsang’ was conducted by
Baba Narayan Hari, who is also

known as Jagat Guru Saakar
Vishwahari’s Bhole Baba.
German envoy Philipp
Ackermann in a post on
Tuesday evening offered con-
dolences to the families that
lost their loved ones in the
stampede and said he was
deeply saddened about the
tragic incident.
“Deeply saddened about the
tragic events in Hathras. My
condolences to the families
that lost their loved ones. We
hope that help quickly reaches
the injured,” he wrote on the
socialmedia platform.
Later on Tuesday night,
Chinese envoy Xu Feihong
also took to X to mourn the
loss of lives in the incident.

“Shocked and saddened about
the tragic events in Hathras,
UP. Deeply mourn for the lives
lost and extend heartfelt sym-
pathies to victims’ families.
Wish the injured a speedy
recovery,” he wrote on the
social media platform. 
French Ambassador to India
Thierry Mathou also posted a
message on X, which was
reposted by the French
Embassy in New Delhi.
“Deeply saddened by the loss of
lives following the tragic stam-
pede in Uttar Pradesh’s
#Hathras district. France
expresses its deepest condo-
lences to the bereaved families
of the victims and wishes the
injured a speedy recovery,” the
envoy wrote on X.
Israeli Ambassador Naor Gilon
also echoed the sentiments
expressed by the other envoys.
“Deeply saddened about the
loss of lives at the tragic stam-
pede in #Hathras, UP. Our
thoughts are with the families
of the victims. Wishing a
speedy recovery to the injured.
Such incidents are truly heart-
breaking,” he wrote on X.
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Rajya Sabha Chairman
Jagdeep Dhankhar on

Wednesday said the
Opposition has set a “danger-
ous precedent antithetical to
democratic values” by walking
out during Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s reply during
discussion on the motion of
thanks to President’s address. In
his concluding remarks of the
264th session of Rajya Sabha
before adjourning the House
sine die, Dhankhar also termed
the instance of Leader of
Opposition Mallikarjun Kharge
walking into the well of the
House during the session “a
disgrace to parliamentary con-
duct and proprietary”.
Summing up the proceedings
of the session, the chairman
said while there was active
participation from both the
treasury as well as opposition
benches, he was constrained to
make some observations that
“weighed heavily on my mind

over the disruptions that
marred the proceedings”.
“Witnessing seasoned mem-
bers conduct themselves irre-
sponsibly was particularly dis-
heartening. I wish to reiterate
that disruption not only
impedes the transaction of the
listed business but also erodes
the prestige of this esteemed
institution,” he
asserted.Pointing out the
instance of Kharge entering the
Well of the Rajya Sabha on
Friday, Dhankhar said, “It was
extremely painful to notice
that even the Leader of the
Opposition walked into the
Well of the House and that was

a disgrace to parliamentary
conduct and proprietary.”
He asked the members of the
House to “exemplify their con-
duct so that this becomes a
temple for deliberations, dis-
cussion, dialogue and debate”.
“Their walkout today was
extremely painful. It was a his-
toric occasion. 
The government was in its
third term with the prime min-
ister heading it continually
after six decades. They walked
away from their constitution-
al ordainment and that has set
a dangerous precedent anti-
thetical to democratic values,”
Dhankhar said.

The 264th session of the Upper
House began with President
Droupadi Murmu’s address to
both houses of Parliament,
which the chairman described
as “an important tradition that
set the tone and outlined the
government’s agenda”.
The House also witnessed
Modi introducing his new
council of ministers after he
was sworn-in as the prime
minister for the third consec-
utive term.
“The Motion of Thanks to the
President’s address witnessed
lively participation by 76 mem-
bers for over 21 hours. The
House also heard maiden
speeches by 19 newly-elected
members,” Dhankhar said.
The Rajya Sabha chairman
said while the prime minister
gave a “spirited address while
participating in the debate”,
the House lost 43 minutes due
to forced adjournments but the
shortfall was “made up by con-
tinuing discussion during
lunch break and sitting beyond
the scheduled time”.
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Giving a further boost to
bilateral defence ties, the

16th edition of India-Mongolia
Joint Military Exercise
‘Nomadic Elephant’  com-
menced on Wednesday at
Foreign Training Node, Umroi
(Meghalaya). The Exercise is
scheduled to be conducted from
July 3-16, army said here.  Last
edition of the annual exercise
was conducted in Mongolia in
July 2023.
Giving details about the latest
drill, officials said Indian con-
tingent comprising of 45 per-
sonnel is being represented by
a battalion of Sikkim  Scouts
along with personnel from other
arms and services. The
Mongolian contingent is being
represented by personnel from
150 Quick Reaction Force
Battalion of the Mangolian
Army.The Opening Ceremony
of the Exercise was attended by
His Mongolian envoy to India
Dambajavyn Ganbold and
Major General Prasanna Joshi,
General Officer Commanding
51 Sub Area of the Indian
Army.The aim of the Exercise is
to enhance joint military capa-
bility of both sides to undertake
counter insurgency operations
in a Sub Conventional scenario
under Chapter VII of the United
Nations Mandate. The exercise
will focus on operations in the
semi-urban and mountainous

terrain.Tactical drills during
the Exercise include Response
to a Terrorist Action,
Establishment of a Joint
Command Post, Establishment
of an Intelligence and
Surveillance Centre, Securing of
a Helipad/ Landing Site, Small
Team Insertion and Extraction,
Special Heliborne Operations,
Cordon and Search Operations
besides Employment of Drones
and Counter Drone Systems
amongst others.
Major General Gyanbyamba
Sunrev, Chief of General Staff of
the Armed Forces of Mongolia
is scheduled to attend the clos-
ing ceremony on July 16 along
with Lieutenant General Zubin
A Minwalla, General Officer
Commanding 33 Corps of the
Indian Army.
The Exercise will enable both
sides to share their best practices
in Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures of conducting joint
operations. The exercise will
also facilitate developing inter-
operability, bonhomie and
camaraderie between the two
armies. This will also enhance
the level of defence cooperation,
further augmenting bilateral
relations between the two
friendly nations. 
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The BJP on Wednesday
flayed the opposition mem-

bers for staging a walkout dur-
ing Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's speech in the Rajya
Sabha and said their intention
was to only create ruckus in the
House as they did not have the
"strength" to hear the truth.
The opposition parties' INDIA
bloc, led by the Congress,
staged a walkout of the Rajya
Sabha after the Leader of
Opposition Mallikarjun Kharge
was not allowed to intervene
during Prime Minister Modi's
reply on the motion thanking
President Droupadi Murmu
for her address to the joint sit-
ting of Parliament. 
"The opposition is demor-
alised, aimless and anarchic due
to its defeat (in the Lok Sabha
polls) for the third time in a
row. It is disrespecting our
constitutional values and is
busy in conspiracy to hide its
defeat," BJP chief and Leader of
the Rajya Sabha JP Nadda said
in a social media post.
"These negative efforts by them
cannot hinder the NDA gov-
ernment's journey towards
achieving its goal of building a
'developed India'," he added.
Nadda said that Prime Minister
Modi paved the way for build-
ing a "developed India" in the

Rajya Sabha in his reply to the
Motion of Thanks to the
President's address. This will
become a roadmap for the
progress of people and rapid
development of the country, he
added.Nadda said the last 10
years under Prime Minister
Modi's leadership have been
marked by "revolutionary deci-
sions, historic progress and
upliftment" of people."This
journey of development will
acquire new dimensions in
'Modi government-3.0'," the
BJP chief said. "We will take the
global prestige of the nation to
new heights," he added.
Slamming the Opposition
members, BJP Rajya Sabha
MP and national spokesperson
Sudhanshu Trivedi alleged that
they staged a walkout during
the prime minister's speech as
they did not have the strength
to hear the truth.
"It's sad. They had boycotted

the prime minister's speech in

the last session. They created
uproar (in the Lok Sabha) in
the current session as well and
boycotted (PM's speech) in
the Rajya Sabha. This shows
that perhaps, as the prime
minister also said, they do not
have the strength to hear the
truth," he told reporters in
Parliament complex, when
asked for comment. On the
Opposition's charge that
Kharge was not allowed to
intervene during the prime
minister's speech, Trivedi said
the Leader of the Opposition
spoke in the Rajya Sabha for
about 90 minutes and the trea-
sury benches listened to him
"peacefully"."They started mak-
ing noise when the prime min-
ister was speaking. This clear-
ly means that they did not
intend to hear the truth. Their
objective was not to hear the
reply to their questions but only
create uproar," the BJP MP
charged.
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Aspirin, commonly used to
manage preeclampsia (a

type of high blood pressure) in
pregnant women, shows poten-
tial in alleviating flu-induced
inflammation in blood vessels
when administered in low
doses, according to a first-of-
its-kind study in the world.
This approach could enhance
placental blood flow, critical for
foetal development during
pregnancy, said the study led by
Dr Stella Liong, a Post-
Doctoral Research Fellow at
RMIT University. 
The researchers investigated
whether therapies used for
preeclampsia could be adapted
to mitigate the effects of flu
infections. Influenza A infec-
tions during pregnancy is a big
concern as every pregnancy
overlaps with part of a flu sea-
son.The outcomes were
promising in mice, highlight-
ing aspirin's role in reducing
inflammation and improving
foetal outcomes, found the
study. It was conducted in col-
laboration with Professor John
O'Leary from Trinity College
Dublin and Professor Doug
Brooks from the University of
South Australia.Low-dose
aspirin is commonly taken to

prevent preeclampsia, as it
stops the body from creating
chemicals that cause inflam-
mation. "When the vascular
system is inflamed, it leads to
poor blood flow and affects the
aorta's function," she said."This
is especially a problem during
pregnancy where good blood
flow to the placenta is crucial
to the development of the foe-
tus."The research found foe-
tuses and placenta from mice
with influenza A were smaller
than those from uninfected
mice. Markers of low oxygen to
the blood and poor blood ves-
sel development were also evi-
dent in the foetuses.However,
mice treated daily with low-
dose aspirin had less inflam-
mation and improved fetal
development and offspring sur-
vival. Brooks said influenza A
infections during pregnancy
were a big concern. "There are
long term implications for both
the mother and the foetal, and
aspirin might provide a simple
solution for preventing this
influenza associated patholo-
gy," Brooks said.
As per health experts, the flu
virus during pregnancy could
trigger a damaging hyperactive
immune response, causing the
virus to spread around the
body from the lungs through
the blood vessels.

Cabinet panels
on security,
economy, political
affairs formed
��
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The Modi government on
Wednesday constituted various
cabinet committees, includ-
ing the country's highest deci-
sion making bodies on securi-
ty, economic and political
affairs. According to an official
notification, the Cabinet
Committee on Security (CCS)
comprises Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh, Home
Minister Amit Shah, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
and External Affairs Minister
S Jaishankar. Apart from Prime
Minister Modi, the Cabinet
Committee on Economic
Affairs comprises Defence
Minister, Home Minister,
Finance Minister, External
Affairs Minister, Road
Transport and Highways
Minister Nitin Gadkari,
Agriculture Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan, and Heavy
Industries and Steel Minister
HD Kumaraswamy. Others in
the committee are: Commerce
Minister Piyush Goyal,
Education Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan and
Minister of Panchayati Raj
and Fisheries Rajiv Ranjan
Singh alias Lalan Singh.
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The Madhya Pradesh
government on

Wednesday presented its
budget for FY 2024-25 with
an outlay of Rs 3.65 lakh
crore, marking substantial
allocations for infrastructure
development and initiatives
for women and tribals, amid
din by Congress over a
nursing college “scam”.
Finance Minister Jagdish
Devda described the budget
as “sarvsparshi” (all-
inclusive), announcing no
new taxes during its
presentation in the state
legislative assembly.
The assembly session,
however, saw disruptions
from Congress members who
demanded the resignation of
former medical education
minister Vishvas Sarang over
the nursing college “scam”
and sought the setting up of a
House committee of members
of all parties.
“The budget for the year
2024-25 aims to double its
size in the next five years,
with increased capital
investment in roads,
irrigation, electricity, quality
health facilities, attracting
investments for employment
generation, and promoting
good governance,” Devda
stated amidst din created by
Congress members.
Speaking to reporters after
the Budget presentation,
Devda condemned the
conduct of the opposition in

the House.
The budget proposes an
outlay of Rs 3.65 lakh crore,
marking a 16 per cent
increase from the previous
year. Significant allocations
include Rs 26,560 crore for
the women and child
development department, up
81 per cent from the last
fiscal. Capital expenditure is
expected to rise by 15 per cent
compared to the previous
year, amounting to 4.25 per
cent of the Gross State
Domestic Product.
The fiscal deficit in 2024-25 is
estimated to be 4.11 per cent
of the GSDP, the minister
said.
Allocations have also been
enhanced for infrastructure
from Rs 49,009 crore in the
previous fiscal to Rs 53,460

crore, urban and rural
development from Rs 39,326
crore to Rs 44,588 crore,
Scheduled Tribe sub-plan (Rs
40,804 crore), and Scheduled
Caste sub-plan (Rs 27,900
crore).
The ‘Ladli Behna Yojana’, the
BJP government’s flagship
scheme under which eligible
women are paid Rs 1,250 per
month, receives Rs 18,984
crore, while Rs 15,509 crore is
earmarked for establishing
government primary schools
and Rs 9,258 crore for middle
schools.
The agriculture sector
allocation has been raised
from Rs 22,732 crore in the
previous FY to Rs 26,126
crore.
Devda highlighted plans to
double the budget size in the

coming years, citing
improvements in per capita
income and poverty
alleviation efforts. “The per
capita income in the state has
gone up to Rs 1.42 lakh in
2022-23 from Rs 13,465 in
2003-2004,” he said.
Devda, citing Niti Ayog data,
reported a notable reduction
in poverty with 2.30 crore
people lifted out of it over the
past decade. The budget
allocates 15% for
infrastructure, 13% for health,
11% for education, and 7% for
agriculture, with 8% each
designated for loan
repayment and interest.
The ‘Ladli Laxmi Yojana’ has
benefited 48.03 lakh women
since its inception, while
other provisions include
constructing Sant Ravidas
memorials in 30 districts and
a Rs 500 crore provision for
infrastructure related to the
2028 Simhastha congregation
in Ujjain.
Additionally, cultural and
religious tourism initiatives
like the “Shri Krishna Pathey
Yojana” to identify and
develop the route covered by
lord Krishna in Madhya
Pradesh and “Ram Path
Gaman Yojana” were
emphasised, alongside a Rs
341 crore allocation for
establishing “Vedant Peeth”.
While Devda was reading the
budget speech, many MLAs
from the Opposition entered
the well of the House raising
slogans over the nursing
college scam.

Notably, the CBI is probing
the alleged irregularities in
the functioning of several
nursing colleges that lacked
infrastructure while some
existed only on paper.
Before Devda could complete
his speech, which remained
inaudible amid the din, the
opposition members led by
Singhar staged a walkout
from the House and sat on a
dharna in front of Mahatma
Gandhi’s statue in the
assembly complex.
Ahead of the Budget speech,
Chief Minister Mohan Yadav
had said appropriate time was
given to the Opposition for
raising the issue on Tuesday
and they should participate in
the budget presentation as per
the House tradition.
Legislative Affairs Minister
Kailash Vijayvargiya said the
assembly proceedings will
run as per the rules and
traditions of the House and
the opposition should raise
their grievances through an
appropriate procedure.
Speaker Narendra Singh
Tomar said the issue (nursing
college scam) was raised by
the opposition on Tuesday
after the relaxation of the
House rules.
However, the opposition
members ignored
Vijayvargiya’s suggestion and
kept raising slogans in the
well of the House. After
standing for a while before
the speaker’s podium, the
opposition members squatted
on the floor of the well. 

MP Budget focuses on infrastructure
development, women and tribal welfare ���� &�'	�����'
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Acase was registered against
BRS MLA P Kaushik

Reddy for allegedly obstructing
the District Collector and other
government officials from
discharging their duties in
Karimnagar district, police said
on Wednesday.
The MLA from the Huzurabad
constituency was booked
under relevant sections of the
Bharatiya Nyaya Sanhita
(BNS), which came into force
from July 1 and he perhaps
became the first public
representative in the state to be
booked under the new law.
Kaushik Reddy, who had
staged a protest during the Zilla
Parishad General Body
meeting here on Tuesday,
“restrained” District Collector
Pamela Sathpathy and others
officials from discharging their
duties, they said.
“Demanding immediate action
against an official, the BRS
legislator sat on the floor in the
Zilla Parishad meeting hall
when the District Collector was
about to leave the conference
hall,” a police official said.
The Collector told the legislator
that she would enquire into the
allegations (against the official).
Dissatisfied with the reply of
the Collector, he “obstructed”
her from doing duty, police
said.
On a complaint by the ZP Chief
Executive Officer Srinivas, a
case under Section 221
(obstruction of public servant)
and Section 126(2) (Wrongful
restraint) of BNS was registered
against the BRS MLA on
Tuesday, police added.
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The Assam government is
keen to develop the state as

a sustainable and
environmentally clean source
of coal for relevant industries,
Chief Secretary Ravi Kota said.
Kota said this while reviewing
coal projects in the state with
chairman and managing
director of Coal India Limited
(CIL) P M Prasad.
The state government, under
the leadership of Chief
Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma, is also exploring ways
to maximise exploration and
utilisation of coal resources to
accelerate economic growth,
to reduce import of coal and to
help in employment
generation, Kota said while
reviewing the progress of the
ongoing projects of the North
East Coalfields India Limited
(NECIL) with Prasad.
A delegation of senior CIL
officials, led by Prasad, called
on the chief secretary.
At present, one coal mine in
Margherita sub-division in
Tinsukia district, under
NECIL is actively extracting
coal with an annual
production of two lakh metric
tonnes of coal.
The production is likely to
increase to three lakh tonnes
per annum very soon and
efforts are being undertaken to
expand the same to 15 lakhs
tonnes (1.5 mn tonnes) per
annum, he said.
‘To achieve the same,
coordinated action of the
revenue and disaster

management, environment
and forest, and mines and
mineral departments of Assam
with NECIL will be
undertaken. It is anticipated
that the increased production
of coal will not only meet the
requirements of state-based
industries but also increase the
revenue to the state exchequer
significantly’, Kota said.
The chief secretary said that to
improve the livelihood of the
mining workforce of the state
through targeted CSR
activities, Coal India
authorities may identify
schools and hospitals in the
areas of mining and work on
infrastructural development
wherever required.
The concerned district
administrations will provide
necessary assistance as and
when CIL shares the
proposal in this context.
Highlighting the sporadic
incidents of illegal mining
activities, the chief secretary
suggested that the CIL
authorities in coordination
with the respective district
administrations must
mitigate such incidents by
considering area-specific
issues like coal intake by
locals residing near the
extraction areas. 
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Eleven animals, mostly hog
deer, have drowned while

65 other animals have been
rescued from floodwaters in
Kaziranga National Park in
Assam, an official said on
Wednesday.
Forty-two hog deer, two otters
and sambars each and a Scops
owl have been rescued, the
official of the national park
said. Of the 233 forest
department camps in the
Eastern Assam Wildlife
Division, 173 have been
inundated by gushing
floodwaters, up from 167 on
Tuesday, he said. In the
Agoratoli range of the national
park, 24 of the 34 camps have
been inundated, while 51 of 58
camps in the central range, 37
of 39 in Bagori, 13 of 25 in
Burapahar and seven of nine in
Bokakhat range are under
floodwaters.
Altogether nine camps have
been vacated by forest
personnel so far, including two
in Agoratoli, three in Bokakhat,
two in the central range and
one each in Biswanath and
Nagaon wildlife divisions.
Forest department employees,
including security personnel,
stay in the camps inside the
national park to conduct
patrolling for the protection of

flora and fauna. Assam Chief
Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma
reviewed the situation in the
national park on Tuesday and
directed the authorities to take
adequate precautions,
including regulation of
vehicular traffic on NH 715, to
ensure that wildlife is not
harmed.
Meanwhile, prohibitory orders
under Section 163 of the
Bharatiya Nagarik Suraksha
Sanhita (BNSS) have been
imposed to restrict the
movement of vehicular traffic
on NH 715 passing through
the national park.
Experts pointed out that
floods are essential for the
preservation and
rejuvenation of the ecosystem
of the Kaziranga National
Park as Brahmaputra’s
overflow and increase in the
level of water not only
revitalises the grasslands but
the excess water flow also
flushes out the aquatic weeds
and unwanted plants.
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Police arrested five persons
in Gujarat’s Ahmedabad

on Wednesday, a day after
workers of the BJP and
Congress hurled stones at
each other outside the
opposition party’s state
headquarters here on Tuesday
during a protest against “anti-
Hindu” remarks made by
Rahul Gandhi in the Lok
Sabha. 
Deputy Commissioner of
Police Shivam Verma said two
FIRs were registered at the
Ellisbridge police station
regarding the clash and five
persons were arrested on
Wednesday.
Five policemen, including an
Assistant Commissioner
Police (ACP), were injured in
the stone-pelting by both the
sides outside Rajiv Gandhi
Bhavan, Congress’s state
headquarters near Ashram
Road in Paldi area of the city.
While one FIR was registered
against nearly 450 workers of
both - Congress and BJP,
another was registered against
Congress workers on a
complaint given by the youth
wing of the BJP’s Ahmedabad
unit, Verma said.
Both the FIRs were registered
under relevant sections of the

Bharatiya Nyaya Sanhita
(BNS) for offences, including
unlawful assembly, rioting,
endangering life or personal
safety of others and causing
hurt to an on-duty public
servant.
“Five police personnel,
including an ACP, were
injured in yesterday’s incident.
We have registered two FIRs -
one based on a complaint
given by a policeman, and
another by city BJP’s youth
wing. Five persons, who might
be associated with any of the
party, were already arrested by
us. CCTV videos revealed that
they were involved in the

violence,” said Verma, DCP
(Zone 1) of the city police.
The DCP said police did not
take into consideration party
affiliation while making
arrests.
In the first FIR, registered
based on a complaint given by
injured police constable
Karmraj Bhagvatsinh,
Congress’ Leader of
Opposition in the BJP-ruled
Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation (AMC), Shehzad
Khan Pathan and two women
leaders of the opposition party
- Pragati Ahir and Hetaben
Parikh - were named in the
FIR.

Along with them, police have
named a mob comprising
around 250 Congress workers
and 200 BJP workers as
accused in the FIR.
As per the FIR, it was
Congress workers who first
charged towards BJP workers
after being incited by some
Congress leaders. When
police tried to stop them, the
mob started throwing stones
and thick wooden sticks
towards the other side.
After the attack, the BJP
workers also engaged in stone
pelting, said the FIR, adding
that the complainant was
rushed to hospital after a
stone hit his head. Apart from
him, two other police
constables, a Home Guard
and an ACP received injuries
during the clash.
Around 2.30 pm on Tuesday,
the BJP’s Ahmedabad unit
announced that the party’s
youth wing will hold a
demonstration outside
Congress office in the
evening against Rahul
Gandhi’s remarks in Hindus.
Upon learning about the
protest, the city police had
deployed its personnel to
thwart any violence. After
the clash, the police detained
several persons from both
sides and brought the
situation under control.
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Jailed radical Sikh preacher
Amritpal Singh, who

recently won the Khadoor
Sahib parliamentary seat in
Punjab, is likely to take oath
as Lok Sabha member on
Friday.
The chief of the ‘Waris
Punjab De’ outfit, who is
currently lodged in Assam’s
Dibrugarh jail along with
nine associates under the
National Security Act, has
been granted a four-day
parole to enable him to take
oath, officials in Amritsar
said.
Sarabjeet Singh Khalsa, an
Independent MP from
Faridkot, said Amritpal
Singh is likely to take oath as
MP on July 5.
“I went to meet Lok Sabha
Speaker Om Birla at his
residence in Delhi on
Wednesday. He said the oath
will be administered on July
5,” Khalsa told PTI over

phone.
He also said that clearances
and permissions from
various quarters to enable
Amritpal Singh to take oath
have come.
“I understand that he will be
flown in from the prison for
taking oath, which will be in
the private chamber of the
Speaker,” he said.
Khalsa said the sole purpose
of his meeting the Speaker

on Wednesday at the latter’s
Akbar Road residence in the
national capital was
regarding Amritpal Singh’s
oath taking issue.
About parole, Deputy
Commissioner-cum District
Magistrate, Amritsar,
Ghamshyam Thori told PTI,
“Amritpal Singh has been
granted parole for up to four
days or less beginning 5th
July with certain conditions

that has been communicated
to Jail Superintendent
Dibrugarh.”
In response to another query
about the parole, Thori said
in a brief statement,
“...Granted by District
Magistrate, Amritsar, after
authorisation by the Home
Department.”
According to Rajdev Singh
Khalsa, a lawyer of Amritpal
Singh who meets him in jail,
said he (Amritpal), through
the Dibrugarh jail
superintendent, had recently
sent a letter to the Amritsar
deputy commissioner, who
in turn forwarded it to the
state government for
necessary clearance to allow
the jailed preacher to take
oath.
His temporary release was
sought under Section 15 of
the National Security Act. 
Having fought the 2024 Lok
Sabha elections as an
independent, Amritpal
Singh won from the Khadoor
Sahib Lok Sabha seat after he

defeated Congress candidate
Kulbir Singh Zira. He won by
a margin of 1,97,120 votes. 
Amritpal Singh, who styled
himself after slain Khalistani
militant Jarnail Singh
Bhindranwale, was arrested
in Moga’s Rode village on
April 23 last year following
an over a month-long
manhunt.
The Khalistan sympathizer
had escaped the police net in
Jalandhar district on March
18, switching vehicles and
changing appearances.
The Punjab Police had
launched the crackdown
after the February 23 Ajnala
incident last year in which
Amritpal Singh and his
supporters, some of them
brandishing swords and
guns, broke through
barricades and barged into
the police station on the
outskirts of Amritsar city,
and clashed with police for
the release of Lovepreet
Singh Toofan, one of his
aides.
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The Enforcement
Directorate on Wednesday

recorded the statement of two
television actors here as part of
a money laundering
investigation linked to the
operations of an “illegal”
online forex trading platform
that is alleged to have duped
investors to the tune of Rs 500
crore, official sources said.
The sources said actors Krystel
Dsouza and Karan Wahi were
called for questioning in order
to elicit information about
some payments being made
for promotions of the app
named OctaFx which also had
a website —
www.Octafx.Com.
The statements of the two have
been recorded as the ED is
investigating this case under
the provisions of the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA), they
said.
Another TV actor and model
Nia Sharma has also been
summoned, the sources said.
It is understood that the
agency wants to understand
the operations of the platform
and these actors may not be
seen as wrongdoers or
accused.
The money laundering case of
the ED stems from a Pune
Police (Shivaji Nagar police
station) FIR filed against the
app and its promoters who are
alleged to have duped
numerous investors by luring
them with high returns.
The federal agency had earlier
said that the app (OCTAFX)
and its website were “not
authorised” by RBI to deal in
forex trading.
It had said that the platform
was widely promoted on social
networking sites and is
following referral-based
incentive models for acquiring
users.
“It has emerged in the
investigation that multiple
accounts of different Indian
banks were being shown to
investors/users on OctaFx
trading app/www.Octafx.Com

for collecting funds in the
guise of facilitating forex
trading.
“It was found that OctaFx has
manipulated trade activities
and information shown on its
platform ultimately resulting
in net loss to the traders,” the
ED alleged in a statement after
it conducted raids against the
company and its promoters in
April in Mumbai, Chennai,
Kolkata and Delhi.
These accumulated funds,
after “defrauding” these
investors/users, were
transferred to multiple e-
wallet accounts or to bank
accounts of dummy entities, it
claimed.
“This way, OctaFx India Pvt
Ltd, OctaFx, and their entities
have cheated investors in the
guise of forex trading thereby
earning a profit of more than
Rs 500 crore from the Indian
region,” the ED said.
A portion of these funds, as
per the agency, were “layered”
through a web of complex
transactions with the help of
shell entities and remitted
abroad to its related entities in
the garb of bogus freight
services, import of services,
etc.
The agency had claimed that a
network of chartered
accountants and professionals,
who gave fake certificates of
remittances and facilitated
bank accounts/companies for
layering of such funds, was
involved in running this
platform.
The entire process of reflecting
account numbers of dummy
entities, managing the funds
collected in these accounts and
diversion of the same were
being managed and operated
by owners of OctaFx group
entities based in Spain, Russia,
Georgia and Dubai, the agency
said.
It said OctaFx hired several
Indian individuals working in
Spain/Russia for operating the
trading platform.
It has attached crypto
currencies, bank deposits and
gold coins worth Rs 35 crore in
this case till now. 
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Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister N Chandrababu

Naidu on Wednesday vowed
to start rebuilding Amaravati
by restoring investor
confidence and
reconstructing its brand
image, after crossing all the
hurdles set in its path allegedly
by the erstwhile YSRCP
regime.
Releasing a white paper on the
state of the greenfield capital
city conceptualised during the
TDP government between
2014 and 2019, the Chief
Minister said he will tell
everything about Amaravati
to the Centre and move in a
fast and time-bound manner
to execute it.
“Rebuilding Amaravati would
have already started from
yesterday and officials were
given instructions. Crossing
all the legal hurdles, we will go
ahead,” said Naidu.
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From cybersecurity
threats to unprece-
dented data manage-

ment complexity to sys-
tems outages, outdated IT
hinders the government's
ability to provide important
services in the safest and
most efficient manner pos-
sible.
Our technology infrastruc-
ture should receive the
same attention and invest-
ment as our roads, bridges,
energy, and broadband
infrastructure. Instead, cur-
rent policies deter govern-
ment IT leaders' ability to
choose the best solutions to
meet modern challenges.
Public agencies are too
often using outdated tech-
nology and face too many
barriers to effectively mod-
ernize their systems.   
With modern technology
and data availability, the
government will be able to
better track life-threatening
illnesses, while policymak-
ers would be armed with
relevant data to chart robust
policies for prevention and
treatment. 
According to a Deloitte
research report, BFSI sector
is also investing more on
cloud to transform systems. 

Federal and state agencies
have been slowly upgrading
IT infrastructure over the
past decade by shifting to a
public cloud computing
model. This is primarily
driven by the promise of
increased efficiency, lower
costs, and improved conti-
nuity to enhance the ser-
vices they offer to the pub-
lic. While many govern-
ment organizations have
taken advantage of the flex-
ibility public cloud comput-
ing offers, given privacy,
compliance and security
concerns, this approach
does not work in every sit-
uation. It is critical that IT
leaders have flexibility to
choose the most cost-effec-
tive solutions. 
Government agencies
should consider a multi-
cloud by design approach,

where you use cloud ser-
vices from multiple public
and private cloud providers.
While a single-cloud strat-
egy might seem simpler, it
limits service offerings and
often commits organiza-
tions to a single vendor,
which often costs more in
the end. 
A multicloud approach to
cloud computing is used for
better data control, allows
access to the best services
from each provider, and
offers more flexibility as IT
leaders can optimize work-
load placement based on
workload requirements.
While government agen-
cies - and ultimately taxpay-
ers--that adopt multicloud
approaches can also have
greater control over cost,
which is critical at a time
when research firm IDC
estimates that nearly two-
thirds of organizations are
spending more on cloud
than initially budgeted. 
Policymakers need to make
this multicloud modern-
ization process a reality by
investing in the technology
modernisation fund allow-
ing government agencies
to replace legacy equip-
ment with upgraded multi-

cloud computing solutions
that will ensure agencies
can provide critical ser-
vices quickly and securely.
This will require that all
agencies conduct multi-
cloud computing readiness
assessments through an
evaluation of current IT
infrastructure, processes,
and policies to determine
the best path for adoption. 
The assessment should look
at things l ike are the
agency's applications con-
sidered cloud-enabled, what
is the cost of migration, do
cloud computing solutions
meet security and compli-
ance requirements, as well
as what is the impact on
civil service employees. 
We cannot fight off cyber-
attacks and provide the best
services possible in the dig-
ital age with inadequate
and outdated IT infrastruc-
ture. Adopting a multicloud
approach will help secure-
ly manage critical data, cut
costs, and allow for our gov-
ernment to use the solu-
tions that are most effective
to meet our citizens' needs. 

(The writer is Lead
Solution Architect, Dell

Technologies India; views
are personal)
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ground realities but also exposed his
blatant pandering for polit ical
gain.Gandhi's speech was aimed 
more at scoring political points than
offering any genuine insight or under-
standing. 
His condescending tone towards
Hinduism reeked of arrogance and
ignorance, further alienating him from
the sentiments of millions of Hindus
who hold their faith in high
regard.Instead of engaging in meaning-
ful discourse on issues that truly mat-
ter to the people, 
Gandhi delivered a sermon that was hol-
low, shallow, and devoid of substance.
His misguided attempt to redefine
Hinduism through a narrow political
lens was a slap in the face to the diver-
sity and richness of our cultural her-
itage.As citizens, we deserve leaders who
respect and uphold our values, not those
who manipulate them for their selfish
ends. It's time for Gandhi and his ilk to
introspect and understand that India
deserves leaders who inspire unity, not
division.

Sandeep Sharma |Bengaluru
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Madam — The editorial on the three
new criminal laws(2-7-24) is welcome.
In the name of extending justice, the
government has hurried through at
every stage keeping all democratic
norms aside. The Bills were introduced
after suspending around 140 opposition
members in the parliament and were
passed with the least discussion. Such
an important Bill should have been
placed before the public for widespread
discussions and debates and the oppo-
sition members who are also elected by
the people should have been involved
in the process, besides consulting the
luminaries in the field. 
Nothing is done. How such a law is
going to ensure justice? Moreover, it
may take quite a long time for all those
in the legal field to get themselves famil-
iarised with the new versions. It looks
to be a case of smashing a mountain to
catch a small rat.

A G Rajmohan | Anantapur
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Madam — Despite warnings, people
are losing huge amounts of money to
cyber criminals via stock market
investments and online purchases.
Fraudsters generally target the middle-
aged and the elderly but youngsters are
not spared. People are lured by attrac-
tive advertisements on social media
platforms like WhatsApp, telegram,
Instagram and facebook. When inno-
cent citizens are asked to pump money
through websites, they fall in line
because the "profit accrued by similar
investors" is prominently displayed in
the common group. Furthermore, the
fraudsters "train" the investors in stock
market intricacies.
Unsuspecting investors are unaware
that another victim's money is trans-
ferred to his/her " account" to show
profit. Duped investors sense some-
thing is amiss when they are asked to
cough up a substantial commission and
when their genuine queries go unan-
swered or are vaguely shrugged off.
However, only when the scamster
swindles the hard-earned money out of
a person does the latter go to the cyber
police. Since most states, if not all,
have cyber crime helplines, it is vital to
report  the f raud ver y quickly
because the cheaters are known to
waste little time in hoodwinking the
law. It is always a good practice to ask
SEBI or RBI licence from the opposite
party. Fake websites can always be
checked.  Shar ing one-t ime
password(OTP) is never a good 
idea.

Ganpathi Bhat| Akola
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Madam — Rahul Gandhi's recent
speech in Parliament was nothing short
of a disgraceful spectacle. His attempt
to lecture on Hinduism was an insult
to the intelligence of the nation. By
clumsily parroting platitudes about
Hindu philosophy, Gandhi not only dis-
played his profound disconnect from
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bloc members felt that
Congress MP Kodukkunil
Suresh, elected eight times,
should have been given the
position.  However, the BJP
argued that they followed the
rules. Mahtab was elected to
the House seven times in
succession, while Suresh lost
two elections. This appoint-
ment is significant as the
Speaker plays a crucial role in
the Indian parliamentary sys-
tem as the head of the Lok
Sabha, responsible for main-
taining order, conducting
debates, and ensuring the
House's smooth functioning.
Secondly, Rahul Gandhi said
he would back Om Birla, the
NDA candidate, but only if
the Deputy Speaker position,
usually given to the
Opposition, was assured.
While Thambi Durai of the
AIADMK, a BJP ally at the
time, served as the Deputy
Speaker from 2014 to 2019,
the position remained vacant
from 2019 to 2024. 
Article 93 states two Lok
Sabha members will be select-
ed as the Speaker and Deputy
Speaker. Om Birla has been
re-elected as the Speaker of
the 17th Lok Sabha, bringing
continuity and stability to the
House. After being congratu-
lated, the newly elected
Speaker took out a paper and
read a resolution against the
1975 Emergency imposed by

late Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi. This surprising move
caught many off guard and
caused tension with Congress,
as the Emergency was
declared on the same date in
1975. This led the Leader of
the Opposition, Rahul
Gandhi, to lead a group to the
Speaker to express their objec-
tion to a political statement
from the chair.
Fourthly, some opposition
parties thought the presi-
dent's inaugural speech to a
joint session of Parliament
ignored the country's most
serious problems. Also, the
Opposition called for remov-
ing the Sengol, which the
Prime Minister had installed
with much fanfare before the
Election. Fifthly, Rahul and
other Opposition MPs pro-
posed discussing the leakage
of the NEET question paper
first. The Speaker, however,
insisted that a discussion on
the Motion of Thanks to the
President's address, a signifi-
cant issue, should be held first.
The first week's confrontation
shows despite the decrease in
numbers, the BJP is unlikely
to change its working meth-
ods. 
An energised opposition will
also be belligerent.The pro-
ceedings in Rajya Sabha also
saw disruptions and adjourn-
ments as Opposition mem-
bers raised slogans demand-

ing a discussion on the NEET
question paper leak issue.
There was also a heated argu-
ment between the
Chairman and Congress
President Mallikarjun
Kharge.The functioning of
the House lies with the
Speaker, a position of utmost
importance in maintaining
order and ensuring fair
debates. 
The Rajya S bha Chairman
presides over the Upper
House. A functioning House
is necessary and a prerequisite
for a healthy democracy. The
need for constructive cooper-
ation between the
Government and the
Opposition cannot be over-
stated. 
The House functions effec-
tively in addressing the press-
ing issues facing the nation.
Both sides must recognise
the truth and collaborate to
make Parliament more organ-
ised. After all, the
Government is accountable to
Parliament. The parliamen-
tary system emphasises collec-
tive responsibility, account-
ability, and flexibility. As for-
mer President Pranab
Mukherjee said, its function-
ing is based on Debate,
Dissension, and Decision.

(The writer is a popular
columnist; views expressed

are personal)
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The 18th Lok Sabha
has the potential for
positive functioning.
The Modi govern-
ment said they want-

ed consensus. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi sought agree-
ment and criticised the
Opposition for causing prob-
lems. Modi stated that in his
third term, his Government
would aim to build consensus.
The Leader of the Opposition,
Rahul Gandhi, also emphasised
the importance of the
Opposition's role in representing
the 'voice of the people' in the
House. But at the start of the ses-
sion, they couldn't agree on
important issues. Congress
leader Sonia Gandhi wrote in
an editorial recently in an English
daily that Prime Minister
Narendra Mod was "Preaching
consensus, provoking confronta-
tion." 
Sonia Gandhi criticised Prime
Minister Modi for not acknowl-
edging the electoral outcome and
for promoting confrontation
over consensus. She expressed
disappointment with the first few
days of the 18th Lok Sabha,
pointing out that there's no sign
of a changed attitude from the
Prime Minister. The 18th Lok
Sabha is a significant shift in
Indian politics, marking the first
time in a decade that Modi is
leading a Parliament from a less
dominant position. This shift in
power dynamics requires him to
navigate a coalition and contend
with a more assertive opposition.
The Modi government now
relies on crucial support from
two key allies - JD(U) and TDP. 
This means the NDA allies could
significantly influence the
Government's plans and actions,
a departure from the substantial
majority the BJP enjoyed in
2019 and 2014. The increased
presence of the Opposition in
various parliamentary panels is
likely to generate greater engage-
ment. The first session of the cur-
rent Lok Sabha began with a
strong Opposition asserting its
rights. Before the session start-
ed, there was a dispute over the
appointment of BJD M.P
Bhartruhari Mahtab as the pro-
tem Speaker to administer. 
The Congress and the INDIA
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Last ten years have been
dominated by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi

at the helm of affairs. An out-
sider as he would call him has
made deep inroads into the
Indian politics as also into the
hearts and minds of the mil-
lions of Indians who adore him
for his unwavering determina-
tion and fulfil his promise of
making India a developed
nation. His leadership is
indeed exemplary and has
provided the country with a
sense of purpose and confi-
dence. 
A new book delving into the
leadership qualities of
Narendra Modi is a treat. 
Power Within: The Leadership
Legacy of Narendra Modi,
authored by the distinguished
development scholar Dr R
Balasubramaniam, offers an

in-depth exploration of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
leadership journey, meticu-
lously capturing his contribu-
tions to India’s socio-econom-
ic landscape. Launched amidst
notable dignitaries such as
former NITI Aayog CEO
Amitabh Kant, NASSCOM
President Debjani Ghosh, and
Prof. B Mahadevan from IIM
Bengaluru, the book is a tes-
tament to PM Modi's signifi-
cant impact on the nation's

development, particularly in
the realm of digital public
infrastructure.
Dr. Balasubramaniam,
renowned for his pioneering
work with rural and tribal
communities, brings a unique
perspective to the narrative.
He contrasts Western trait-ori-
ented leadership approaches
with Indian practice-oriented
philosophies, offering readers
a comprehensive understand-
ing of leadership dynamics.
This blend of perspectives
provides a nuanced view of
Modi’s fifty years in public life,
from his formative years to his
tenure as Prime Minister,
underscoring the enduring
qualities that have defined his
leadership.
The book is particularly com-
pelling in its discussion of PM
Modi's role in the digital trans-

formation of India. As high-
lighted by Amitabh Kant dur-
ing the launch, under Modi's
leadership, India has achieved
an astounding 130 billion fast

payment transactions annual-
ly. This achievement, stem-
ming from initiatives such as
the 100 Digital Melas in 2017,
reflects Modi's relentless and
meticulous approach to
enhancing digital public infra-
structure. Kant's insights,
drawn from his tenure as NITI
Aayog CEO, provide a vivid
illustration of Modi's forward-
thinking vision and commit-
ment to digital inclusion.
Dr. Balasubramaniam cap-
tures these achievements
through a series of poignant
anecdotes and testimonies
from Modi's colleagues,
including Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman. The nar-
rative paints a vivid picture of
a leader dedicated to self-dis-
covery and service, striving to
uplift the nation through inno-
vation and hard work. The

author’s detailed exploration of
Modi's leadership style, juxta-
posing it with both Western
and Indic leadership frame-
works, offers valuable lessons
for aspiring leaders and pub-
lic servants.
His work encapsulates wisdom
on leadership and its true
essence. He suggests that,
“exercising leadership is a way
of giving meaning to our lives
by contributing to the lives of
others. And such an opportu-
nity to express leadership
crosses our paths every day.
What is required is the sensi-
tivity to recognize purpose
when it emerges and the
courage to act on it as a labour
of love.”
Notable figures such as Anand
Mahindra, Chairman of the
Mahindra Group, and Falguni
Nayar, Founder and CEO of

Nykaa, have praised the book
for its thought-provoking
insights and its ability to shift
perceptions on leadership.
Mahindra hails it as a work
that will "undoubtedly change
perspectives and perceptions
on powerful leadership," while
Nayar emphasizes its rele-
vance in understanding the
dynamics that have propelled
India to new heights.
Power Within is more than a
biography; it is a guide to
understanding the essence of
leadership. Dr. Balu’s reflec-
tions on the nature of leader-
ship, emphasizing the impor-
tance of sensitivity to purpose
and the courage to act, res-
onate deeply. 
His portrayal of leadership as
a labor of love, a way of giving
meaning to our lives by con-
tributing to others, is a pow-

erful message that underlines
the entire narrative.
The book is a must-read for
anyone interested in leader-
ship, public service, and the
transformative journey of one
of India's most influential
leaders. Dr. Balasubramaniam’s
nuanced portrayal of Narendra
Modi’s legacy provides not
just a look at the man behind
the political figure, but also a
roadmap for those aspiring to
lead with purpose and integri-
ty. Power Within: The
Leadership Legacy of
Narendra Modi promises to be
an essential addition to the
library of anyone seeking to
understand the dynamics of
impactful leadership.

(The writer is a senior jour-
nalist and an arts critics;

views are  personal)
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for 60 per cent of the planet's mis-
managed plastic waste. With a
population of more than 1.44 bil-
lion, India generates 26,000 tonnes
of plastic waste every day. This is
the equivalent of approximately
26,000 small cars. 
Unfortunately, only 8 per cent of
this plastic is recycled. The Swiss
report also states that India is
poised to release 391,879 tonnes
of microplastic into water bodies
by the end of 2024. Second only
to China. With abysmal condi-
tions such as these, India’s grip on
plastic pollution can at best be
described as feeble. The efforts to
rein in the runaway plastic pollu-
tion have to begin at the grassroots
level.
The International Plastic Bag Free
Day focuses on the same by
increasing awareness about the
harmful impact of plastic bag
usage and pollution. Additionally,
stress is also laid on encouraging
individuals, businesses, and
organisations to adopt sustainable
alternatives for SUP products.
The special day urges govern-
ments across the world to step up
policy changes and introduce rad-
ical systemic solutions to reduce
plastic use and waste.
The current statistics of plastic
pollution in India demand serious
and innovative solutions that look
beyond the traditional answers
such as simple unsorted recycling
of plastic, landfilling or co-pro-
cessing. 
The need of the hour is ultra-inno-
vative remedies that deliver scal-
able and sustainable results in

record time. While India contin-
ues to construct a circular econ-
omy that reduces plastic waste, the
focus must now be firmly shifted
to handling the plastic pollution
problem on large scale basis. As a
part of this India must set up
large-scale waste sorting facilities
that can use artificial intelligence-
based algorithms to automatical-
ly sift through various types of
plastic waste and identify the
same. 
This as compared to traditional
recycling methods can speed up
the process of recycling and there-
fore increase the quantum of plas-
tic recycled at the facility in one
shift. This in turn can ensure that
the facility can sort and recycle an
entire district’s monthly plastic
waste within a week. An example
in this regard is Sweden’s plastic
waste sorting facility called Site
Zero which can handle up to
200,000 tonnes of plastic packag-
ing every year, more than any
other facility in the world, and
enough to deal with the whole
country’s household plastic pack-
aging waste.Similarly, microplas-
tic pollution in water is a major
concern. 
The various water bodies in the
country and the seas are rife with
microplastic contamination. In
this regard, India can take a leaf
out of the innovative initiative
taken by Germany. Wasser 3.0 in
Germany has perfected the
process of not only removing
microplastics but also micro-pol-
lutants from water—that too with-
out any filters. 

The process followed is called
“Agglomeration Fixation” which
clumps microplastics together
on the surface of the water after
which they are simply skimmed
off. The process is simple, scalable
with no side effects and can be
applied to a variety of water
bodies be it freshwater, seawater
or even wastewater.Furthermore,
the science of biochemical
research can be leveraged to
access plastic-degrading enzymes
that can degrade and consume
plastic waste in record time. This
can go a long way in accelerating
a year’s plastic waste recycling
activity to a few months. 
With the aid of science, and arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) software
the possibilities of innovative
plastic pollution combat options
are endless. AI aided by satellite
support for instance can help
India clean up its seas on a
large-scale manner, special soft-
ware-driven clean-up technolo-
gies can dredge up decades of
plastic and other pollutants
thereby providing a chance of
survival for the delicate marine
life.Plastic is in our everyday life
and diet as well. 
A World Wildlife Fund study has
revealed that an average human
being ingests 5 gm of plastic
every week. It is time to cut the
growing footprint of this harmful
substance to size in the interests
of mankind and the environment.
So next time we reach for that
plastic bag, let us not.

(The writer is a policy analyst;
views are personal)

The International Plastic Bag Free Day is
celebrated on Jul 3 every year. The
awareness created due to observance of
this day helps put focus on the threat of
the silently growing footprint of plastic
pollution. This is essential given the fact
that plastic pollution, especially of Single
Use Plastics (SUP) has now permeated all
aspects of the environment. Today SUP
and plastic microfibre pollution can be
found from the highest point to the deep-
est part of the earth. The influx of
45,000 trekkers per year to Mt. Everest has
unfortunately ensured that microplastic
pollution can now be found in snow sam-
ples close to the peak of the world’s high-
est mountain. Similarly, relentless marine
traffic and indiscriminate disposal of
garbage into the oceans has resulted in
high microplastic pollution across the seas
including in The Mariana Trench, Earth’s
deepest point in the Pacific Ocean, more
than 11 km deep from mean sea level. 
As humanity achieves this dubious dis-
tinction of spreading litter to virtually all
corners of the planet, India unfortunate-
ly is firmly at the forefront of plastic pol-
lution spree.The figures speak for them-
selves. According to the Plastic Overshoot
Day report by Swiss non-profit EA,
Earth Action states that global plastic
waste generation has risen by 7.11 per
cent since 2021. The world is estimated
to have generated 220 million tons of plas-
tic waste this year, 70 million tons of
which will end up polluting the environ-
ment. India is not far behind. India ranks
3rd globally contributing 5.5 KT of SUP
and ranked ninety-fourth with per capi-
ta single-use plastic waste of 4 kg per year. 
The much-publicised SUP ban in India
addresses only 11 per cent of the entire
gamut of SUP plastic waste. India is
among the twelve countries responsible
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An anti-settlement watch-
dog says Israel has

approved the largest seizure of
land in the occupied West
Bank in over three decades.
The Israeli group Peace Now
said Wednesday that authori-
ties recently approved the
appropriation of 12.7 sq km
(nearly 5 sq miles) of land in
the Jordan Valley. The group’s
data indicate it was the largest
single appropriation approved
since the 1993 Oslo accords at
the start of the peace process.
The land appropriation was
likely to worsen already soar-
ing tensions linked to the
ongoing Israel-Hamas war in
Gaza. Violence has surged in
the West Bank since the start
of the war, with Israel carrying
out near-daily military raids
that often spark deadly gunbat-
tles with Palestinian militants.
The land seizure, which was
approved late last month but
only publicised on Wednesday,
comes after the seizure of 8 sq
km (roughly 3 square miles) of
land in the West Bank in
March and 2.6 sq km (1 square
mile) in February. That makes
2024 by far the peak year for
Israeli land seizure in the West
Bank, Peace Now said.The
parcels are contiguous and
located northeast of the West
Bank city of Ramallah, where
the Western-backed

Palestinian Authority is head-
quartered. By declaring them
state lands, the Israeli govern-
ment has opened them up to
being leased to Israelis and
prohibited private Palestinian
ownership.
The Palestinians view the
expansion of settlements in the
occupied West Bank as the
main barrier to any lasting
peace agreement and most of
the international community
considers them illegal or ille-
gitimate.
Israel’s current government
considers the West Bank to be
the historical and religious
heartland of the Jewish people
and is opposed to Palestinian
statehood. Israel captured the
West Bank, the Gaza Strip
and east Jerusalem in the 1967
Mideast war. The Palestinians
want all three territories for a
future state. Israel has built well
over 100 settlements across the
West Bank, some of which
resemble fully developed sub-
urbs or small towns. They are
home to over 500,000 Jewish
settlers who have Israeli citi-
zenship. The 3 million
Palestinians in the West Bank
live under seemingly open-
ended Israeli military rule.
The Palestinian Authority
administers parts of the Israeli-
occupied West Bank but is
barred from operating in 60%
of the territory, where the set-
tlements are located. 
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Deir Al-Balah (Gaza Strip)
(AP) An Israeli airstrike killed
a prominent Palestinian doctor
and eight members of his
extended family after they
complied with military orders
to evacuate their home and
moved into an Israeli-designat-
ed safe zone.

The Hamdan family —
around a dozen people from
three generations — fled their
home in the middle of the night
after the Israeli military ordered
an evacuation from the south-
ern Gaza city of Khan Younis.
They found refuge with extend-
ed relatives in a building further
north, inside an Israeli-declared
safe zone. But hours after they
arrived, an Israeli airstrike on
Tuesday afternoon hit their
building in the town of Deir al-
Balah, killing nine members of
the family and three others.
In all, five children and three
women were among the dead,
according to hospital records
and a relative who
survived.Israel’s order on
Monday for people to leave the
eastern half of Khan Younis —
the territory’s second-largest

city — has triggered the third
mass flight of Palestinians in as
many months, throwing the
population deeper into confu-
sion, chaos and misery as they
scramble once again to find
safety.
About 250,000 people live in
the area covered by the order,
according to the United
Nations. Many of them had just
returned to their homes there
after fleeing Israel’s invasion of
Khan Younis earlier this year —
or had just taken refuge there
after escaping Israel’s offensive
in the city of Rafah, further
south.
The order also prompted a
frantic flight from European
General Hospital, Gaza’s sec-
ond-largest hospital, located in
the evacuation area. The facil-
ity shut down after staffers and
more than 200 patients were
evacuated overnight and on
Tuesday, along with thousands
of displaced who had sheltered
on the hospital grounds,
according to the staff and the
International Committee of
the Red Cross, which had a
medical team there.
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Stop Labour’s “supermajori-
ty” is the final message

British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak is trying to drive home
on Wednesday, the final day of
campaigning ahead of polling
day on Thursday, as most of
the incumbent Conservatives
seem to have all but conceded
defeat in the general election.
“This is what unites us. We
need to stop the Labour super-
majority that will put up your
taxes. The only way to do that
is to vote Conservative tomor-
row,” said 44-year-old Sunak
on social media, as he focused
on drumming up support in
the last few hours of the cam-
paign trail.
With his party trailing far
behind the Keir Starmer-led
Labour Party, the British
Indian leader and his team’s
strategy seems to be to canvas
their traditional voters to
ensure a strong enough
turnout in the polls on
Thursday and narrow the gap
of their widely expected defeat
after Tory victories in the last
three elections.
“I totally accept where the
polls are at the moment means
that tomorrow is likely to see
the largest Labour landslide
majority – the largest majori-
ty that this country has ever
seen. Much bigger than 1997,”
Sunak’s Work and Pensions
Secretary Mel Stride told the
BBC.

“I have accepted that where the
polls are at the moment... that
we are therefore tomorrow
highly likely to be in a situation
where [Labour has] the largest
majority that any party has
ever achieved,” he said, effec-
tively conceding his party’s
defeat. It is being seen as a fear
tactic to jolt Tory voters into
action, with the hope of keep-
ing the Labour majority under
that won by former prime
minister Tony Blair led Labour
Party in 1997 of 179 seats.
“Thursday’s vote is now all
about forming a strong enough
Opposition. One needs to read
the writing on the wall: it’s over,
and we need to prepare for the
reality and frustration of the
Opposition,” Suella Braverman,

sacked as home secretary by
Rishi Sunak, told ‘The
Telegraph’.
Meanwhile, former prime min-
ister Boris Johnson – not exact-
ly a close ally of Sunak ever
since the partygate scandal of
COVID pandemic law-break-
ing parties – was also rolled out
by the party at a campaign
event in London to warn
against a “sledgehammer
majority” being handed to the
Keir Starmer led Labour Party.
“When Rishi asked me to
come and help, of course I
couldn’t say no. We’re all here
because we love our country,”
Johnson told a cheering Tory
crowd.
“They can achieve nothing in
this election except to usher in

the most left-wing Labour
government since the war with
a huge majority, and we must
not let it happen,” he warned.
The Labour Party, meanwhile,
is keen to override this message
of victory as a foregone conclu-
sion a day before the polls to
fight against any complacency
within the ranks and among its
own voter base.
“People are saying the polls
predict the future – they don’t
predict the future, every single
vote counts, every single vote
has to be earned… It isn’t ‘job
done’,” said Starmer.
Polling experts have forecast a
low turnout, which stood at 67
per cent in the last general elec-
tion in December 2019 when
Johnson won a solid majority
on his “get Brexit done” mes-
sage. On Thursday, polling
booths will open across the
country at 7am local time and
close at 10pm local time as vot-
ers elect their MPs for the UK
Parliament’s 650 constituencies
– with 326 required for a
majority and to avert a hung
Parliament.
All eyes will then be on the
election night exit poll at
10pm, which gives a fair snap-
shot of what can be expected
nationally as the counting
commences and centres up
and down the UK. If opinion
polls are to be believed, the
incumbent Tories are in line to
win anywhere between 53 and
150 seats, with Labour project-
ed to win a landslide. 
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Nepali Congress president
Sher Bahadur Deuba

Wednesday asked Prime
Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal
‘Prachanda’ to step down and
pave the way for the formation
of a new government after the
Himalayan nation’s two largest
political parties struck a power-
sharing deal to oust the former
guerrilla leader.

“The Prime Minister
should resign after the largest
parties NC and UML said that
they would form a new govern-
ment together,” Deuba told
reporters after a crucial meet-
ing of the party at his residence
at Budhanilkantha on the out-
skirts of Kathmandu.

Deuba, 78, and
Communist Party of Nepal-
Unified Marxist Leninist
(CPN-UML) chairman K P
Sharma Oli, 72, - both former
premiers - inked a power-shar-
ing deal Monday night to form
a new government. They

agreed to share the Prime
Ministerial position on a rota-
tion basis for the rest of the
term of the Parliament.

Nepali Congress, the
largest party in the 275-mem-
ber House of Representatives,
has 89 seats at present, while
CPN-UML has 78 seats. Their
combined strength of 167 is
sufficient for a majority of 138
seats in the lower house.
Prachanda’s party has 32 seats.

The Nepali Congress
Central Work Performance
Committee (CWC) met at
Deuba’s residence at
Budhanilkantha to discuss the
current political situation and
the party’s future strategy.

“The meeting reviewed the
latest political situation in the
country and discussed the
future course of action,” said
former foreign minister
Narayan Prakash Saud. The
meeting also endorsed the
agreement reached between
Deuba and Oli to form a new
coalition and share the post of

Prime Minister on a rotation
basis.

The meeting mainly dis-
cussed the agenda and modal-
ity of formation of the new
coalition government, said
Saud, who is also a Nepali
Congress central committee
member.

The seven-point deal
finalised between Deuba and
Oli on Monday night includes
the sharing of the remaining
three-year term of Parliament
between the two parties, the
ministerial division, provin-
cial leadership roles and a rota-
tion for the prime ministerial
position. Oli will assume the
post of Prime Minister in the
first phase and after one-and-
a-half-year, the Nepali
Congress will get the leadership
of the government.

Speaking to journalists
after the meeting, party
spokesperson Dr Prakash
Sharan Mahat said, “The prime
minister should pave the way
after the largest parties —

Nepali Congress and UML —
said they would form a new
government together. This is
also included in the decision.”

“Other parties, too, are
supporting the new Nepali
Congress-UML alliance. So,
the Nepali Congress CWC has
requested the prime minister to
pave the way,” he added. 

Mahat said a new govern-
ment will be formed through
the constitutional process if the
prime minister does not pave
the way for the formation of a
new government.

A senior leader of CPN-
UML indicated that all the
ministers of the CPN-UML
will resign en masse to put
pressure on Prachanda to step
down.

“Our ministers are ready to
quit the post en masse but we
are waiting for the Prime
Minister to resign by
Wednesday evening,” said
Bishnu Rijal, central commit-
tee member of UML. The UML
has already urged the Prime

Minister to resign from the
post paving the way for the new
government formation.

Meanwhile, the spokesper-
son of Janata Samajwadi Party
Nepal Manish Suman said that
his party will support the new
coalition but has not yet decid-
ed on joining the government.

JSP Nepal has five mem-
bers in the Parliament. Rastriya
Prajatantra Party with 14 mem-
bers in the House of
Representatives and
Lokatantrik Samajwadi Party
with four seats have also indi-
cated support for the new
coalition.

However, embattled Prime
Minister Prachanda has refused
to resign from the post and said
he would rather face a vote of
confidence in Parliament.

According to the constitu-
tional provision, the prime
minister losing a majority sup-
port in the House will be
required to prove a majority
within 30 days. The prime
minister must seek a vote of

confidence once a ruling
alliance withdraws support.
This will be the fifth time
Prachanda, 69, will seek a vote
of confidence within a term of
one and a half years.

The former guerilla leader
has won three votes of confi-
dence in Parliament.

The CPN-UML has
already urged Prime Minister
Prachanda to step down from
the position so that a new
government can be formed as
per the constitutional provi-
sion.

It also asked all the politi-
cal parties to join the “nation-
al government” under the lead-
ership of Oli to bolster politi-
cal stability in the country.

But delaying its earlier
decision, the party has decid-
ed to not recall ministers from
the Prachanda-led Cabinet
immediately.

“We don’t want more ani-
mosity [against the CPN-
Maoist Centre] and so we did
not recall our ministers today,”
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The UK general election on
Thursday is expected to

deliver the most diverse
Parliament in the country’s
history, including in the num-
ber of parliamentarians of
Indian heritage likely to be
elected from across the nation.
According to an analysis by the
British Future think tank, the
Labour Party is set to have by
far the largest number of eth-
nic minority MPs if the party
wins an overall majority and
even more in a landslide sce-
nario. With around 14 per
cent of MPs coming from an
ethnic minority background
this time, the analysis finds that
the new Parliament will be
closer than ever to reflecting
the diversity of the British
electorate.
“This election will see the
biggest rise in ethnic minori-
ty representation and the most
diverse Parliament ever,” said
Sunder Katwala, Director of
British Future.“In the space of
40 years, we’ll have gone from
zero to one in seven MPs
being from an ethnic minori-
ty background. Britain is clos-
ing the gap between the diver-
sity of Parliament and the
electorate much faster than
anyone thought possible,” he
said.
The last general election in
2019 resulted in 15 MPs of
Indian heritage crossing over
the line, many of whom are
contesting again alongside sev-
eral first-timers. Conservative
Party MP Alok Sharma and
Labour veteran Virendra
Sharma are among the most
high-profile British Indians
not seeking re-election this
time, from Reading West and
Ealing Southall, respectively.
The latter constituency, with a
large Punjabi electorate, has
two British Sikh candidates
contesting as Independents –
Sangeet Kaur Bhail and

Jaginder Singh.
Some of the key British Indian
candidates to watch in
Thursday’s polls include Praful
Nargund, who is contesting for
the Labour Party in Islington
North – the seat of the party’s
now-suspended former leader
Jeremy Corbyn, who is contest-
ing as an Independent candi-
date.
Jas Athwal is contesting in
another Labour stronghold of
Iford South, while Baggy
Shanker in Derby South, Satvir
Kaur in Southampton Test,
and Harpreet Uppal in
Huddersfield are contesting
more marginal seats for the
party.
Rajesh Agrawal, the Indore-
born former Deputy Mayor of
London for Business, is fight-
ing to become a first-time MP
from Leicester East and is up
against a fellow British Indian
Conservative candidate,
Shivani Raja. This constituen-
cy, representing a large Indian
heritage electorate, will be
keenly watched as its former
long-term Goan-origin MP,
Keith Vaz, is also in the race as
an Independent candidate.
British Sikhs, including solic-
itor Warinder Juss from
Wolverhampton West in cen-
tral England and Gurinder
Singh Josan from Smethwick,
will be hoping to make gains
for Labour, as will Bihar-born
Kanishka Narayan contesting
in Vale of Glamorgan – hoping
to be elected as the first Indian-
origin MP from Wales, and
Sonia Kumar hoping to over-
turn a Tory majority in Dudley.  
For the Conservative Party,
Chandra Kanneganti in Stoke-
on-Trent Central and Ameet
Jogia in Hendon are facing a
tough fight in a race consis-
tently forecast in favour of the
Opposition Labour Party. 
“A diverse parliament brings
different perspectives to its
work, which can lead to more
effective policy-making. 
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Cairo (AP): Egypt’s new
Cabinet was sworn in
Wednesday as the country
faces an ailing economy and
raging conflicts in neighbou
ing nations.
Prime Minister Mustafa
Madbouly — who was first
appointed in 2018 — has been
again tapped to form the new
Cabinet which includes sever-
al technocrats.
Some ministers, including
those in charge of police and
tourism, remain in place, but
others, particularly defence,
foreign affairs and economy-
related portfolios, represent
major challenges. The minis-
ters have taken the oath before
President Abdel Fattah el-Sissi
in Cairo. Among the changes
were the finance, electricity,
justice, petroleum, education
and investment portfolios.The
new government comes three
months after el-Sissi was sworn
in for his third term.
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St Georges (AP): Hurricane
Beryl roared through open
waters Tuesday as a powerful
Category 4 storm heading
toward Jamaica after earlier
crossing islands in the southeast
Caribbean, killing at least six
people. A hurricane warning
was in effect for Jamaica, Grand
Cayman, Little Cayman, and
Cayman Brac. Beryl was losing
intensity but was forecast to still
be near major-hurricane
strength when it passes near or
over Jamaica early Wednesday,
near the Cayman Islands on
Thursday and into Mexico’s
Yucatan Peninsula on Friday,
according to the National
Hurricane Centre. A hurricane
watch was in effect for Haiti’s
southern coast and the
Yucatan’s east coast. Belize

issued a tropical storm watch
stretching south from its bor-
der with Mexico to Belize City.
Late Monday, Beryl became
the earliest storm to develop
into a Category 5 hurricane in
the Atlantic and peaked at
winds of 165 mph (270 kph)
Tuesday before weakening to a
still-destructive Category 4.
On Tuesday night, the storm
was about 300 miles (480 kilo-
metres) east-southeast of
Kingston, Jamaica. It had top
winds of 150 mph (240 kph)
and was moving west-north-
west at 22 mph (35 kph), the
centre said.
Beryl was expected to bring life-
threatening winds and storm
surge to Jamaica, where officials
warned residents in flood-
prone areas to prepare for evac-

uation. “I am encouraging all
Jamaicans to take the hurricane
as a serious threat,” Prime
Minister Andrew Holness said
in a public address Tuesday. “It
is, however, not a time to panic.”
In Miami, National Hurricane
Centre Director Michael
Brennan said Jamaica appears
to be in the direct path of Beryl.
“We are most concerned about
Jamaica, where we are expect-
ing the core of a major hurri-
cane to pass near or over the
island,” he said in an online
briefing. “You want to be in a
safe place where you can ride
out the storm by nightfall
(Tuesday). Be prepared to stay
in that location through
Wednesday.” Storm surge of 6-
9 feet (1.8 to 2.7 metres) above
typical tide levels are likely in

Jamaica, as well as heavy rain-
fall. “This is a big hazard in the
Caribbean, especially with the
mountainous islands,” Brennan
said. “This could cause life
threatening flash floods and
mudslides in some of these
areas.” A tropical storm warn-
ing was in place for the entire
southern coast of Hispaniola, an
island shared by Haiti and the
Dominican Republic.
As the storm barrelled through
the Caribbean Sea, rescue crews
in southeastern islands fanned
out to determine the extent of
the damage Beryl inflicted on
Carriacou, an island in
Grenada. Three people were
reported killed in Grenada and
Carriacou and another in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines,
officials said. 
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Republican presumptive
nominee and former pres-

ident Donald Trump has out-
raised incumbent President
Joe Biden by over USD 67 mil-
lion in the second quarter of
this year by raising USD 331
million. Trump, 78, the pre-
sumptive Republican Party
candidate, is pitched against 81-
year-old incumbent President
Joe Biden from the Democratic
Party for the November 5 pres-
idential elections. The Trump
Campaign raised USD 331
million against the USD 264
million raised by the Biden-
Harris Campaign during the
second quarter of this year,
according to the figures
released by the two campaigns. 
However, the Biden-Harris
Campaign outraised Trump in
June, raising a record USD 127
million. Of this, USD 38 mil-
lion was raised in the four days
following the first presidential
debate in Atlanta on June 27.

The Biden-Harris Campaign
has USD 240 million in cash on
hand – up from USD 212 mil-
lion last month. Team Trump’s
cash on hand at the end of June
is USD 284.9 million.
“President Trump’s campaign
fundraising operation is thriv-
ing day after day and month
after month. Winning this
quarter brought us a cash-on-
hand advantage, which is punc-

tuated by a Biden burn rate that
grows while yielding no tangi-
ble results for them,” said Chris
LaCivita and Susie Wiles from
the Trump Campaign. “Despite
Biden spending nearly USD
120 million on TV, cable and
radio alone, polling and voter
enthusiasm continue to grow
for President Trump. This
fundraising momentum is like-
ly to grow even more as we
head into a world-class conven-
tion and see the Democrats
continue their circular firing
squad in the aftermath of
Biden’s debate collapse,” they
said.
“June’s USD 127 million haul
was not just Team Biden-
Harris’ best month overall, it
was the strongest grassroots
month to date. Nearly two-
thirds of June’s raise came from
grassroots donors, and of the
USD 38 million raised follow-
ing the debate, more than USD
30 million came from grass-
roots donations,” said the
Biden-Harris Campaign.

This second quarter haul is
USD 75 million more than
Team Biden-Harris’ raise in the
first quarter of 2024.
Since launch, more than 2.5
million Americans have con-
tributed to Team Biden-Harris
– more than 1.1 million of
them are brand new donors, it
said. Team Biden-Harris also
now has 1.3 times more recur-
ring donations than at this
point in the 2020 cycle, and 95
per cent of all donations are less
than USD 200 – another proof
point of strong, sustained grass-
roots support, it said. “Our Q2
fundraising haul is a testa-
ment to the committed and
growing base of supporters
standing firmly behind the
President and Vice President
and clear evidence that our vot-
ers understand the choice in
this election between President
Biden fighting for the
American people and Donald
Trump fighting for himself as
a convicted felon,” said Biden-
Harris 2024 Campaign

Manager Julie Chavez
Rodriguez. “President Biden is
building a positive future for
our country – where every
American has a fair shot, our
rights are protected, and our
president fights to strengthen
our democracy – not tear it
apart,” she said.
“And on the other side, every
single day, Trump becomes
more unhinged and dangerous,
whether he’s bragging about his
role in overturning Roe or
proudly and openly refusing to
commit to accepting the results
of this November’s election,”
she added.
Democratic National
Committee Chair Jaime
Harrison said in June,
Democrats had their best
fundraising month to date.
“These dollars will go to open-
ing offices, hiring staff, and
spreading Democrats’ message
of hope — all of which will
power Joe Biden and Kamala
Harris back to the White
House,” he said. 
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New York (PTI): In a new initiative to
support Indian students here, the
Consulate General of India in New York
has developed a special platform for
them to find internship opportunities at
companies in the US as well as provide
access to attorney and medical informa-
tion.
The Consulate General of India in New
York serves the north-eastern US states of
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Vermont.
As part of the initiative to support Indian
students in its jurisdiction, @IndiainNew
York has developed a platform for Indian
Students to find internship opportunities
at companies in the USA,” the Indian
Consulate said in a post on X on Tuesday.
The new facilqity for students is part of

the Consulate’s effort to support Indian
students in its jurisdiction. “Several Indian
and American companies and organisa-
tions have agreed to consider deserving
Indian students for internship opportuni-
ties,” the Consulate said, adding that stu-
dents are advised to apply directly to the
companies as per the details provided in
the portal.
The portal lists student internship oppor-
tunities in companies across several sec-
tors such as finance, IT, investment bank-
ing, automotive, software, science and
technology, healthcare, hotels, multina-
tional corporations and technology, gov-
ernment agencies, aviation, artificial intel-
ligence, pharma and Tata Sons. The
Consulate is also offering attorney and
doctor information to support and help
the students.

Committed to serving the Indian diaspo-
ra, the Consulate said it has reached out
to some renowned attorneys within its
jurisdiction who have agreed to “assist dis-
tressed Indians residing in the Northeast
United States of America”.
“Members of the community may reach
out to the Attorneys directly with the
Consulate General’s reference. It may
please be noted that this initiative is aimed
at assisting the Indian community and that
the Consulate does not hold any respon-
sibility for the outcome of the case,” it said.
Further, the Consulate has also reached
out to some renowned doctors in its juris-
diction, who have agreed to assist Indian
students enrolled in the 10 states under its
jurisdiction with “psychiatry counselling
and other consultations (including via
telemed if needed)”.
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Bushra Bibi, the jailed wife
of former prime minister

Imran Khan, has claimed that
Pakistan is now ruled by
“fraudsters and thieves” and
that  the government is
responsible for bringing dis-
repute to the country and its
military. Bushra Biwi, the 49-
year-old wife of the 71-year-
old founder of the Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party,
has been imprisoned at the
high-security Adiala Jail in
Rawalpindi since February.
Khan has been imprisoned
since last year. The Express
Tribune newspaper report-
ed: “Bushra Bibi, the jailed
wife of Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI)’s imprisoned
founding leader Imran Khan
has said that the government
is responsible for bringing
disrepute to the country and
its military.”
“In the afterlife, there are
two places: Alim Barzakh,
where there are muttaqis
(r ighteous people)  and
abstainers, while the other is
the prison where souls come

to Earth, where there is a
place where there is a govern-
ment of devils,” Bushra Bibi,
said to be a faith healer, said
while speaking informally
with journalists at the Adiala
Jail in Rawalpindi.
“She went on to say that the
country is ruled by fraudsters
and thieves, and labelled
every individual within the
government as the devil,” the
newspaper reported.
Khan has accused the current
federal government led by
Prime Minister Shehbaz
Sharif as illegitimate and
accused the ruling Pakistan
Muslim League (Nawaz) party
of stealing its mandate in the
February 8 general elections
when candidates backed by
PTI won the maximum num-
ber of seats. 
However, in a post-election
deal, the PML-N and the
Pakistan Peoples Party led
by former foreign minister
Bi lawal  Bhutto-Zardari,
formed the government,
sidelining Khan’s PTI. Bushra,
who was sentenced to 14
years in prison on January 31
along with Khan in the

Toshakhana (a gift reposito-
ry) case, was first confined to
their Bani Gala residence,
declared a sub-jail.
The couple was later acquit-
ted in the case.
However, both of them were
later convicted in what is
popular as the Iddat case in
February, days before the gen-
eral elections on February 8.
A Pakistani anti-corruption
court on Tuesday granted
pre-arrest bail to her in a case
of alleged corruption.
Khan and Bibi, along with
other accused, face charges of
causing a loss of about Rs 50
billion to the national exche-
quer in the Al-Qadir Trust
corruption case,  which
involves allegedly providing
benefits to a property tycoon
in return for getting land for
a university.Judge
Muhammad Ali Warraich
presided over the hearing at
Adiala Jail and approved her
pre-arrest bail plea.
However, despite the grant of
bail, Bushra will remain
behind bars due to a convic-
tion in the illegal marriage
case. 
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APakistani court on
Wednesday said it will

announce on July 12 the verdict
on the appeals of Imran Khan
and his wife Bushra Bibi against
their conviction in the illegal
marriage case, the only case
keeping the embattled former
prime minister behind bars.On
February 3 - days before the
general elections on February
8 - an Islamabad court convict-
ed the couple based on a com-
plaint filed by Bushra Bibi’s ex-
husband, Khawar Fareed
Maneka, who alleged that they
contracted marriage during
the former first lady’s Iddat
period.
In Islam, a woman can’t remar-
ry before completing four
months after divorce or the
death of her husband.
In his plea, Maneka urged the
court to declare the marriage

null and void. After hearing the
arguments, District and
Sessions Court Judge
Muhammad Afzal Majoka
adjourned the case until July 8
with remarks that the defence
lawyer should complete their
arguments.
Judge Majoka also declared
that the court must deliver its
decision by July 12.

On June 27, the same court
rejected the appeals of Khan
and Bushra Bibi to suspend
their sentences in the case.
After the hearing, Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf chief Gohar
Khan said that the Iddat case
was a first of its kind designed
to politically victimise Khan
and put pressure on him.
“A personal nature case was

created to bring Khan Sahib
into compromising situations,
but he has remained strong
despite the involvement of a
woman in this case,” he said.
Khan and Bibi married in
2018, the year Khan went on to
win elections and become
prime minister.
Bibi was ostensibly his spiritu-
al guide but the two developed
affection for each other during
their meetings. She got divorce
from her husband of 28 years
with whom she had five chil-
dren.
She is the third wife of Khan,
a former cricketing hero, who
during his heydays of sporting
career had a playboy reputa-
tion.Khan, 71, has been behind
bars since August last year
after he was sentenced in the
Toshakhana corruption case
and subsequently sentenced in
other cases ahead of the
February 8 elections.
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Islamabad: A Pakistani court
on Wednesday acquitted for-
mer prime minister Imran
Khan and several senior party
colleagues in a case registered
against them for protesting
against the jailed premier’s
disqualification by the election
commission in the
Toshakhana corruption case.
Other leaders who have been
exonerated in the case by the
district and sessions court
here are Shah Mahmood
Qureshi, Sheikh Rasheed,
Asad Qaiser, Shehryar Afridi,
Faisal Javed, Raja Khurram
Nawaz and Ali Nawaz Awan.
Judicial Magistrate Yasir
Mehmood pronounced the
verdict, which was reserved
last week on the petitions
seeking acquittal, during the
hearing on Wednesday, the
Geo News reported. The case
was registered against the 71-
year-old Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) founder Khan and
other politicians at Aabpara
Police Station for protesting
against the Election
Commission of Pakistan’s
(ECP) Toshakhana corrup-
tion verdict in 2022, which
disqualified him from holding
office for a limited time. The
Toshakhana is a department
under the administrative con-
trol of the Cabinet Division
and stores precious gifts given
to rulers, parliamentarians,
bureaucrats, and officials by
heads of other governments
and states and foreign digni-
taries.
The Toshakhana issue over the
sale of state gifts received by
the former cricketer-turned-
politician became a major
issue in national politics after
the ECP disqualified Khan
for making “false statements
and incorrect declaration”.
Khan had earlier contended
that recent amendments to the
Elections Act 2017 limit the
ECP’s jurisdiction in deciding
the qualification or disqualifi-
cation of a member based on
a court conviction. He had
accused the ECP of acting with
unlawful zeal and haste to
exclude him from the
February 8 general elections
rather than ensuring fair and
free elections.
On August 5 last year, Khan
was sentenced to three years in
imprisonment and fined Rs
100,000 in the Toshakhana
corruption case, a conviction
later suspended by the
Islamabad High Court. PTI
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The Taliban’s delegation to the
third United Nations-led

Doha meeting on increasing
engagement with Afghanistan
met with US envoys on the side-
lines and discussed the two
Americans imprisoned in the
central Asian country.
Zabihullah Mujahid told
reporters in Kabul Wednesday
that the meeting aimed at “find-
ing a solution”. He said: “During
our meetings, we talked about
the two American citizens who
are in prison in Afghanistan,”
adding, “but they must accept
Afghanistan’s conditions. We
also have prisoners in America,
prisoners in Guantanamo. We
should free our prisoners in
exchange for them.”
Special Representative Tom
West and Special Envoy Rina
Amiri met directly with the
Taliban, according to State
Department spokesman Vedant
Patel. West pressed for “the
immediate and unconditional
release of US citizens unjustly
detained in Afghanistan,” Patel
said on Tuesday. When prodded
if there was any headway on the
matter, Patel said the issue “was

just raised.” One of the two
Americans believed to be held
by the Taliban for nearly two
years is Ryan Corbett who was
abducted Aug 10, 2022, after
returning to Afghanistan, where
he and his family had been liv-
ing at the time of the collapse of
the US-backed government
there a year earlier.
He arrived on a valid 12-month
visa to pay and train staff as part
of a business venture he led
aimed at promoting
Afghanistan’s private sector
through consulting services and
lending.
Corbett has since been shuttled
between multiple prisons,
though his lawyers say he has
not been seen since last
December by anyone other than
the people with whom he was
detained. It was the first time
that representatives of the
Afghan Taliban administration
attended the UN-sponsored
meeting in the Qatari capital on
Sunday and Monday that
focused on increasing engage-
ment with Afghanistan.
However, a UN official said
Monday the gathering did not
translate into a recognition of the
Taliban government.

Envoys from some two dozen
countries also attended the
meetings.
The Taliban were not invited to
the first meeting, and UN
Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres said they set unaccept-
able conditions for attending the
second one, in February, includ-
ing demands that Afghan civil
society members be excluded
from the talks and that the
Taliban be treated as the coun-
try’s legitimate rulers.
Ahead of Doha, representatives
of Afghan women were exclud-
ed from attending, paving the
way for the Taliban to send their
envoys — though the organiz-
ers insisted that demands for
women’s rights would be raised.
Mujahid said there was an
opportunity for them to meet
with representatives of various
countries and they had 24 side-
line meetings.He added that
the messages from the Taliban
“reached all participating” coun-
tries at the meeting. Afghanistan
needs cooperation with the pri-
vate sector and in the fight
against drugs, he also said.
“Most countries expressed their
willingness to cooperate in these
areas.” 
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Taiwan said Wednesday
that China warned

Taiwan’s coast guard against
interfering in the detention of
a Taiwanese fishing boat, in
what is seen as Beijing’s latest
attempt to encroach on
Taiwanese territory.

The incident comes amid
heightened political tensions
following the election of
President William Lai Ching-
te, whose party rejects unifi-
cation with the mainland, and
an apparent threat by Beijing
to execute supporters of
Taiwanese independence.
Taiwan’s coast guard repeated
its call for the release of the
boat and its crew members
who were taken from waters
off the Taiwanese-controlled
island of Kinmen just off the
Chinese coast on Tuesday
night. That call is complicat-
ed by China’s refusal to com-
municate with Taiwan’s gov-
ernment.
A spokesperson for Taiwan’s
coast guard, Hsieh Ching-
chin, said the boat was not in
Chinese waters when it was
boarded by Chinese agents

and steered to a port in the
Chinese province of Fujian.
“First, we call on the (Chinese
side) to provide an explana-
tion, and second to release the
boat and its crew,” Hsieh said.
The Dajinman 88 was inter-
cepted by two Chinese vessels,
and Taiwan dispatched three
vessels to help but the one that
got close to the fishing boat
was blocked by three Chinese
boats and told not to interfere,
the coast guard’s initial state-
ment said. Hsieh said four
other Chinese boats joined in
the operation, a sign of the
massive expansion in recent
years of China’s navy, coast
guard and maritime militia.
The pursuit was called off to
avoid escalating the conflict,
Hsieh said.
The boat had a captain and
five other crew members,
according to Taiwan’s official
Central News Agency. The
crew are Taiwanese and
Indonesian. The vessel was
just over 20 km (12 miles)
from Jinjiang in mainland
China when it was boarded,
Taiwanese authorities said.
China claims self-governing
Taiwan as its territory and says

the island must come under its
control.
Fishermen from both Taiwan
and China regularly sail the
stretch of water near Kinmen,
and tensions have risen as the
number of Chinese vessels
has increased.
In February, two Chinese fish-
ermen drowned while being
chased by Taiwan’s coast guard
off the coast of Kinmen,
prompting Beijing to step up
patrols.
China has been increasing
militar y action around
Taiwan, as well as the island
groups of Kinmen and Matsu,
which lie within sight of the
Chinese coast. More worrying
is China’s daily dispatch of
warplanes and navy ships
around the island and military
exercises, seen as rehearsals
for a potential blockade or
invasion.Taiwan’s Defence
Ministry said 20 Chinese
People’s Liberation Army Air
Force planes crossed the
median line of the Taiwan
Strait between Tuesday and
Wednesday morning. Last
month, China passed new
injunctions threatening to
hunt down and potentially

execute “die-hard Taiwan
independance separatists”. In
response, Taiwan warned its
citizens to avoid visiting the
mainland and the semi-
autonomous Chinese cities of
Hong Kong and Macao. On
Tuesday, a spokesman for the
Chinese Cabinet’s Taiwan
Affairs Office said the threat
would affect only a hard-core
minority of Taiwanese, and
accused the ruling
Democratic Progressive Party
of “willfully misinterpreting”
the action in an attempt to
spread fear.
Taiwanese citizens over-
whelmingly favour the island’s
current status as de-facto
independent, even while it
faces military threats and
diplomatic isolation imposed
by Beijing. A former Japanese
colony, Taiwan rejoined China
after World War II, but split
away in 1949 as the
Nationalists under Chiang
Kai-shek were swept from the
mainland by Ma Zedong’s
Communists. No peace treaty
has ever been signed, even as
ties including direct flights
between the sides have bur-
geoned. 
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin and Chinese

President Xi Jinping will meet
Thursday for the second time
in as many months as they
travel to Kazakhstan for a ses-
sion of an international group
founded to counter Western
alliances.
Putin and Xi last got togeth-

er in May when the Kremlin
leader visited Beijing to under-
score their close partnership
that opposes the US-led demo-
cratic order and seeks to pro-
mote a more “multipolar”
world.
Now they’ll be attending a ses-
sion of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation in
the Kazakh capital of Astana.
A look at the summit: 

The Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation was established
in 2001 by China and Russia
to discuss security concerns in
Central Asia and the wider
region, Other members are
Iran, India, Pakistan,

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
Observer states and dialogue
partners include Turkiye,
Saudi Arabia and Egypt.

Besides Putin and Xi, and
summit host President
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, other
leaders there will be Prime
Minister Shehbaz Sharif of
Pakistan, President Shavkat
Mirziyoyev of Uzbekistan,
President Emomali Rakhmon
of Tajikistan, and President
Sadyr Zhaparov of Kyrgyzstan.
President Alexander
Lukashenko of Belarus will
attend because his nation is
becoming a full member.
Iran is still choosing a succes-
sor to President Ebrahim Raisi,
killed in a helicopter crash in
May, with a runoff election
Friday, so acting President
Mohammad Mokhbar will
attend.
Other guests of the SCO
include President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan of Turkiye
and President Ilham Aliyev of
Azerbaijan.

Also present will be UN
Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres, who is visiting
Central Asia. Guterres wants
“to position the UN as an
inclusive organisation that’s
talking to all the big clubs,”
said Alexander Gabuev, direc-
tor of the Carnegie Russia
Eurasia Centre.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi of India is sending his
foreign minister S Jaishankar. 
Putin wants to show that
Russia is not isolated over
Western sanctions from the
invasion of Ukraine in 2022.
An arrest warrant has been

issued for him by the
International Criminal Court
for war crimes, accusing him
of personal responsibility for
abductions of children from
Ukraine. Kazakhstan is not
party to the Rome Statute and
thus is not obliged to arrest
him. For Putin, the meeting is
about “prestige and the sym-
bolic optics that he’s not alone,”
Gabuev said.
The meeting is another chance

for Putin and Xi to demon-
strate the strong personal ties
in their “strategic partner-
ship” as they both face soaring
tensions with the West. They
have met more than 40 times.

Putin’s meeting with Xi in
May showed how China has
offered diplomatic support to
Moscow and is a top market
for its oil and gas. Russia has
relied on Beijing as a main
source of high-tech imports to
keep its military machine run-
ning.
The SCO helps China project
its influence, especially across
Central Asia and the Global
South. Xi called for “bridges of
communication” between
countries last week and wants
to further promote China as
an alternative to the US and its
allies.
Erdogan could use the meet-

ing to hold talks with Putin,
who has postponed several
visits to Turkiye. The leader of
the NATO member has bal-
anced relations with both
Russia and Ukraine since the

war began, frequently offering
to serve as a mediator.
For host Kazakhstan and the

other Central Asian nations,
the meeting is a way to further
their cooperation with bigger,
more powerful neighbours.
Kazakhstan, for instance, fre-
quently engages with both
neighbouring Russia and
China, while also pursuing
links with the West, with vis-
its this year from US Secretary
of State Anthony Blinken and
British Foreign Secretary
David Cameron.
Countering terrorism is a key
focus. Russia had what it has
called two terrorist attacks
this year, with more 145 peo-
ple killed by gunmen at a
Moscow concert hall  in
March, and at least 21 people
were killed in attacks on police
and houses of worship in the
southern republic of Dagestan
in June. In the March violence,
the US warned Russian offi-
cials about the possibility of an
attack — information that was
dismissed by Moscow.

The SCO is not a collective
security or economic alliance,
and there are “significant secu-
rity differences between its
members,” said Nigel Gould-
Davies, a senior fellow for
Russia and Eurasia with the
International Institute for
Strategic Studies in London
and a former British ambas-
sador to Belarus. The “princi-
pal value” of the organisation
lies in the optics of non-
Western countries gathering
together, he added. Gabuev
agreed, saying the SCO is a
place for conversation rather
than a platform where “collec-
tive decisions are made, imple-
mented and have an impact.”
This year, close Moscow ally

Belarus will become a full
member of the organisation,
and its admission indicates
how Russia wants to bolster
blocs of non-Western coun-
tries. Gould-Davies said the
SCO is raising its profile “by
growing its membership rather
than by deepening its cooper-
ation.”
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Rome (PTI): Italian police
have arrested the owner of the
agriculture company who
dumped a 31-year-old Indian
worker on the road without
medical assistance after his
arm was severed by heavy
farm machinery, causing his
death, a tragic incident that
shocked the country and its
leadership.
Satnam Singh was abandoned
by his employer after a straw-
berry wrapping machine sev-
ered his arm in Lazio, near
Rome, last month and died due
to “copious bleeding”, the
ANSA news agency reported.
The Sikh casual farm labour-
er died in a hospital in Rome
two days later after being air-
lifted there when he was even-
tually found.
Police on Tuesday arrested the
alleged gangmaster, Antonello
Lovato, on suspicion of caus-

ing Singh’s manslaughter death,
the report said.
Prosecutors said in a statement
that the Sikh farmer, who died
of a massive haemorrhage in a
Rome hospital, “would in all
likelihood have been saved if
he had been promptly assisted”.
“We were waiting for this
news, we were angry,” the pres-
ident of the Lazio Indian com-
munity, Gurmukh Singh, said.
“The worst thing (Lovato) did
was to leave him outside his
home instead of taking him to
hospital,” he was quoted as say-
ing. “An accident can happen,
but not calling for medical
assistance is unacceptable,” he
said.
Singh’s death has spurred out-
rage at gangmastering, which
is widespread in Italy, especial-
ly in the south of the country,
and modern forms of slavery.
According to an earlier report,

Lovato loaded Singh and his
wife into a van and left them
by the side of the road near
their home. Singh’s severed
arm was placed in a fruit crate.
Meanwhile, Singh’s widow
Soni, who was treated for
shock after the incident,
received a special ‘justice’ stay
permit to end her illegal status
in Italy, it said.
On June 26, India asked Italy
to take prompt action against
those responsible for Singh’s
death.
Muktesh Pardeshi, Secretary
[CPV & OIA], conveyed to
Luigi Maria Vignali, the
Director General for Italian
Citizens Abroad and Migration
Policies, India’s “deep con-
cern” about the death of Singh,
the Indian Embassy in Italy
said in a post on X. He “called
for prompt action against those
responsible. Embassy is in con-

tact with the family of Satnam
Singh for consular help &
transportation of mortal
remains,” the mission added.
Italian Prime Minister Giorgia
Meloni said last month that
Singh, one of thousands of
Indian immigrants who work
the fields in the country, was
the victim of “inhuman acts”.
“These are inhumane acts that
do not belong to the Italian
people. I hope that this barbar-
ity will be punished harshly,”
she said following a Cabinet
meeting.
Italy’s Minister of Labour,
Marina Calderone, said the
death of Singh had been an “act
of barbarity”.
Opposition 5-Star Movement
(M5S) leader Giuseppe Conte
had urged Meloni to act to
stamp out brutal gangmaster-
ing.
“You lose your arm while

you’re working in the fields for
four euros an hour. You’re not
immediately treated. They put
you in a van, and they dump
you like rubbish outside your
home,” Conte wrote on X.
“Beside you, a strawberry bas-
ket in which your severed arm
is left. You bleed out and die.
It sounds like the story of a
slave centuries ago. We can’t
close our eyes, we can’t think
about making profits while
cancelling the dignity of work
and the last shreds of human-
ity,” he wrote.
“We are ready to do our bit in
parliament against these bar-
barities, which must be rooted
out of the fields all over Italy,
he added.
Gangmastering and the often
violent exploitation of migrant
farm labourers is a chronic
problem in Italy, especially in
the south.
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Kuala Lumpur (AP): A
Malaysian court on Wednesday
dismissed a bid by imprisoned
former Prime Minister Najib
Razak to serve his remaining
corruption sentence under
house arrest. In an April appli-
cation, Najib said he had clear
information that then-King
Sultan Abdullah Sultan Ahmad
Shah issued an addendum
order allowing him to finish his
sentence under house arrest.
Najib claimed the addendum
was issued during a Jan 29 par-
dons board meeting chaired by
Sultan Abdullah, which also cut
his 12-year jail sentence by
half and sharply reduced a fine.
Najib’s counsel, Mohamed
Shafee Abdullah, said it was dis-
appointing for the High Court
to rule Wednesday that the gov-

ernment has “no legal duty” to
verify if such an order existed.
He said they would file an
appeal. “The court said there is
no legal duty but in terms of
ethics, the government should
have answered,” Shafee told a
news conference at the court
building.
In his application, Najib has
accused the pardons board,
home minister, attorney-gener-
al and four others of concealing
the sultan’s order “in bad faith”.
Sultan Abdullah hails from
Najib’s hometown in Pahang.
He ended his five-year reign on
Jan 30 under Malaysia’s unique
rotating monarchy system. A
new king took office Jan 31.
Home Minister Saifuddin
Nasution Ismail said he had no
knowledge of such an order as

he wasn’t a member of the par-
dons board. The others named
in Najib’s application have not
made any public comments.
Shafee said Najib’s application
was not based on hearsay but
that there was “digital evi-
dence” of the addendum as
Trade Minister Zafrul Aziz had
taken a snapshot of it on his
mobile phone when told by
Sultan Abdullah. He said the
government’s silence also
implied there is such an adden-
dum order.
“One thing is clear, not one per-
son or any government institu-
tions have said that this adden-
dum doesn’t exist. If it doesn’t
exist, just say so...If the govern-
ment dare says clearly there is
no addendum, we can all go
home and sleep,” he said.
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Tokyo (AP): Japan issued its
first new banknotes in two
decades Wednesday, yen
packed with 3-D hologram
technology to fight counterfeit-
ing.
Prime Minister Fumio Kishida
praised as “historic” the state-
of-the-art anti-counterfeit traits
of the new 10,000 yen, 5,000
yen and 1,000 yen bills.
“I hope the people will like the
new bills, and they will help
energize the Japanese economy,”
he told reporters at the Bank of
Japan. While the new bills were
released with fanfare, currency
already in use will remain valid.
In fact, people will still need
older bills to use most vending
machines and to pay bus fares,
local media reported. Kishida
noted the people featured on
the bills celebrate Japanese cap-
italism, women’s equality and
scientific innovation.The 10,000
yen bill, worth about USD 62 at
the current exchange rate, has
the face of Eiichi Shibusawa,
known as “the father of

Japanese capitalism,” a key fig-
ure in building Japan’s modern
economy. He is credited with
founding hundreds of compa-
nies. The 5,000 yen bill, worth
about USD 30, features Umeko
Tsuda, a pioneer feminist and
educator who founded a col-
lege. The 1,000 yen note, worth
about USD 6.20, portrays physi-
cian and bacteriologist
Shibasaburo Kitasato, who was
instrumental in the research of
tetanus and the bubonic plague.
The backs of each of the bills
feature Tokyo Station, wisteria
flowers and ukiyo-e artist
Katsushika Hokusai’s Mount
Fuji, respectively. The new bills
also feature larger printing so
they’re easier to read, especial-
ly for the nation’s aging popu-
lation. By the end of March next
year, nearly 7.5 billion new
banknotes will have been print-
ed, according to the govern-
ment. The amount of money in
the new bills going out in a sin-
gle day is estimated at 1.6 tril-
lion yen (USD 10 billion).
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Markets regulator Sebi has
notified an institutional

mechanism that requires
stock brokers to put in place
systems for detection and
prevention of market abuse.
Before this, there were no
specific regulatory provisions
that cast responsibility on
brokers to have a system to
prevent market abuse.
Under the institutional
mechanism, broking firms as
well as its senior management
will be accountable for
detection and prevention of
fraud or market abuse, by
setting up robust surveillance
and control systems,
according to a notification.
Further, brokers need to
frame appropriate escalation
and reporting mechanisms.
Sebi has also listed out
probable instances of fraud or
market abuse which a broker’s
system needs to be equipped
to monitor. The probable
instances can include creation
of misleading appearance of
trading, price manipulation,
front running, pump and
dump, insider trading and
mis-selling and unauthorised
trading, including facilitation
of ‘mule accounts’.
In its notification dated June
27, the stock broker will have
to inform details pertaining
to detection of any suspicious
activity to the stock exchanges
within 48 hours from such
detection.
Further, they will have to
submit a summary analysis
and action taken report on
instances of suspicious
activity, fraud and market
abuse or a ‘nil report’ where
no such instances were
detected, on a half-yearly

basis to the stock exchanges.
“Any deviation in adherence
to internal controls, risk
management policy,
surveillance policy, policy for
onboarding of clients along
with the proposed corrective
actions for such deviation
shall be placed before the
appropriate Committee,
Board of Directors or such
other equivalent or analogous
bodies of the stock broker at
regular intervals and such
deviations shall also form a
part of the report to be
submitted by the stock broker
to the stock exchanges,” Sebi
said.
The stock broker will have to
establish and implement
whistleblower policy
providing for a confidential
channel for employees and
other stakeholders to raise
concerns about suspected
fraudulent, unfair or
unethical practices. The
policy should establish
procedures to ensure

adequate protection of
whistleblowers.
Also, the regulator has
tightened rules to curb
trading through the mule
accounts.
In its notification, Sebi said
that transactions through
mule accounts for indulging
in manipulative, fraudulent
and unfair trade practice shall
be and shall always be
deemed to have been
included in PFUTP
(Prohibition of Fraudulent
and Unfair Trade Practices)
norms.
Mule account is a trading
account maintained with a
stock broker or a demat
account or bank account
linked with such trading
account, which is controlled
by another person.
To give these effects, the
Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Sebi) has
amended stock brokers and
PFUTP rules that became
effective from June 27. 
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Move over multinational
cola giants, there’s a new

‘Made-in-India’ fizz in town!
The CSIR-National Botanical
Research Institute (NBRI) has
introduced ‘Pio’, a
revolutionary herbal beverage
aiming to shake up the
competitive soft drink
market.
Free from artificial
sweeteners and caffeine, ‘Pio’
blends time-tested traditional
herbs with modern
nutritional science, offering a
healthier alternative that is
poised to redefine
refreshment in keeping with
consumer’s taste.
“This drink represents a
healthier alternative to
conventional sodas, reflecting
the country’s commitment to
fostering indigenous, health-
conscious food and beverages

options,” Union Science and
Technology Minister Jitendra
Singh said about the drink
developed by the
government’s premier science
research affiliated lab situated
in Lucknow.
Backed by rigorous research,
no preservatives have been
used in the product and its
expiry is of four months for
the drink which comes with
the tagline ‘Pio Herbal, Jio
Har Pal’.
“Soft drinks are consumed by
people of all ages, be it
children or elderly. Hence,
there was an urgent need for
replacing these unhealthy
drinks with healthy options.
A team of scientists carried
out an in-depth study to
develop scientifically
validated and standardised
health beverages by fortifying
them with certain health
p r o t e c t i v e / p r o m o t i v e

functional attributes,” said
NBRI Director Ajit Kumar
Shasany.
“Based on traditional
knowledge, we selected
certain herbs. Extracts of
herbs like liquorice
(Glycyrrhiza glabra),

commonly known as
‘mulethi’, heart-leaved
moonseed (giloy),
Ashwagandha, punarnava
(Boerhavia diffusa), common
grapevine, and cardamom
have been used in the
product,” he added.

“These extracts are blended
with carbonated water in such
a way that the drink tastes like
any other synthetic drink
available in the market. Sugar
mixing is kept on a minimum
level to tackle the bitterness of
plant-based extracts,” he said.
The NBRI Director added
that Pio had no alcohol,
cocoa, and other synthetic
chemicals and has been
successfully evaluated for its
efficacy.
“The product is a unique
blend of modern
nutraceutical concepts with
traditional knowledge in the
soft drink category where the
product is fortified with
medicinal plants having
colour and taste similar to
synthetic beverages,” Shasany
said.
“The herbal plant extract
used in the drink has
hepatoprotective, antioxidant,

immuno-enhancing, cardio-
tonic, diuretic and digestive
properties. The technology
and process of the soft drink
has also been patented,” he
said, adding that the
technology to manufacture
this herbal soft drink has been
transferred to a private
company.
Sandip Vyas, managing
director of the private firm
now overseeing ‘Pio’s
production, expressed
confidence in its potential to
disrupt the competitive soft
drink market. 
“Having conducted
comprehensive tests to ensure
production efficiency and
efficacy at the high-tech labs
of the NBRI following
intensive research, ‘Pio’ is all
set to become a preferred
choice among consumers
seeking healthier beverage
alternatives.

Herbal beverage Pio aims to disrupt MNC-dominated soft drink market
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For the fifth consecutive
year, Avtar, a Diversity,

Equity & Inclusion (DEI)
Solutions firm, has teamed up
with Google India and the
Centre for Executive
Education at the Indian
School of Business (ISB) to
launch DigiPivot 5.0. This
initiative focuses on
empowering women through
free skill development in the
digital marketing field. The
move aims to provide career
opportunities to women.
Dr Saundarya Rajesh,
Founder-President of Avtar
Group, underscored the
transformative potential of

DigiPivot 5.0, inviting
women from diverse career
stages to participate.
Registrations for DigiPivot
2024 are open and the last
date for registration is July 9.
She highlighted Avtar’s
research findings, stating that
a significant portion of
women on career breaks are
eager to explore new career
paths, while many in
continuous employment seek
meaningful transitions in
their careers.
Dr  Rajesh  said that the field
offers remote work flexibility,
substantial earning
opportunities, global
prospects, and demands
valuable digital skills. 
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India’s services sector
growth quickened in June

from May’s five-month low,
amid a stronger rise in new
orders and an unprecedented
expansion in international
sales, a monthly survey said
on Wednesday.
The seasonally adjusted
HSBC India Services Business
Activity Index rose from 60.2
in May to 60.5 in June,
pointing to a sharp expansion
in output.
In the Purchasing Managers’
Index (PMI) parlance, a print
above 50 means expansion,
while a score below 50
denotes contraction.
“Activity growth in India’s
service sector accelerated in
June, with the index rising by
0.3 ppt (percentage point) to
60.5, led by an increase in
both domestic and
international new orders.
This encouraged services
firms to increase their staffing
levels at the fastest pace since
August 2022,” said Pranjul
Bhandari, Chief India
Economist at HSBC.
Demand strength and rising
intakes of new business were
cited as the key determinants
of growth. New orders
received by Indian service
providers continued to
increase in June, extending
the current sequence of
expansion to nearly three
years.
There was also a record
expansion in international
orders. Asia, Australia,
Europe, Latin America, the
Middle East and the US were
all cited as sources of new
work from abroad.
Positive client appetite

encouraged service providers
in India to recruit additional
staff at the end of the first
fiscal quarter. Staffing levels
increased at the fastest pace
since August 2022, as short-
term and permanent staff
were taken on to support
pipelines of new work.
On the price front, service
providers recorded a
moderate increase in their
average expenses due to
higher food, fuel and labour
costs. The pace of inflation
was nevertheless the weakest
in four months. Subsequently,
selling prices also rose at the
slowest pace since February.
Going ahead, service
providers remained confident
of a rise in business activity
over the course of the coming
12 months, with nearly 23 per
cent of panellists expressing
optimism.
“Input costs rose at a
moderate pace, resulting in a
softer uptick in output
charges in June. Overall,
service providers remain
confident about the year
ahead business outlook,

although the level of
optimism moderated sharply
during the month,” Bhandari
said.
Meanwhile, the HSBC India
Composite Output Index
recovered from 60.5 in May to
60.9 in June, as new business
and output expanded at faster
rates.
“The Composite PMI also
accelerated in June, supported
by greater inflows of new
orders. Manufacturing firms
contributed more to the
expansion than services
firms,” Bhandari said.
Composite PMI indices are
weighted averages of
comparable manufacturing
and services PMI indices.
Private sector employment
expanded at a sharp pace that
was among the quickest since
the series started in
December 2005, the survey
said.
The HSBC India Services
PMI is compiled by S&P
Global from responses to
questionnaires sent to a panel
of around 400 service sector
companies. 

India’s services sector
growth rises in June: PMI
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At nearly 82 per cent of
GDP, India’s public debt is

very high, but the country
doesn’t face debt
sustainability issue on
account of high growth rate
and higher share of local
currency debt, NCAER
Director General Poonam
Gupta has said.
Participating in an event
organised by NCAER, Gupta
said India’s high debt levels
are sustainable for now
because of higher real or
nominal GDP and as most of

the debt is held in rupee.
The states together hold one-
third of the total debt, and in
the ‘business as usual’
situation, their debt levels will
only increase further over the
next five years, Gupta said.
“In a handful of states like
Punjab and Himachal
Pradesh, Debt-to-GDP ratio
could increase by 50 per cent,”
Gupta said, adding that the
states, including the most
indebted ones, also don’t face
sustainability issue as they
have implicit guarantee of the
Centre and as states cannot
hold debt in foreign currency

or floating rate.
Drawing a comparison
between Punjab, one of the
most indebted states, and

Gujarat, with low debt, she
pointed out that the most
indebted states are ironically
better off, as the interest rate

is similar for all and in fact
more indebted states hold
longer maturity and pay little
premium.
“More prudent states need a
better deal. They are de facto
subsidizing the more
indebted states. The Finance
Commission may reward
such states for their fiscal
prudence, and incentivize the
profligate ones to become
fiscally more responsible,”
Gupta said.
Participating in the
discussion on “States’ Fiscal
Challenges”, M Govinda Rao,
Councilor, Takshashila

Institution, cited
“proliferation of subsidies for
electoral gains” as one of the
reasons for rising debt of the
states.
Pointing to the Centre’s
overall responsibility of
control of debt and stressing
the need for a different
approach, he said, “interest
payments of profligate states
are still taken as legitimate.”
As of 2022-23, Punjab,
Himachal Pradesh and Bihar
are top three most indebted
states, while least indebted are
Odisha, Maharashtra and
Gujarat. 
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The rupee depreciated 4
paise to settle at 83.52

(provisional) against the US
dollar on Wednesday,
weighed down by elevated
crude oil prices.
Forex traders said the Indian
rupee depreciated on
strength in crude oil prices,
which touched a two-week
high on Tuesday. However, a
firm tone in domestic
markets and favourable
macroeconomic data
cushioned the downside.
At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the local
unit opened at 83.51 and hit
the intraday high of 83.49

and a low of 83.56 against the
American currency during
the session.
It finally settled at 83.52
(provisional) against the
dollar, 4 paise lower than its
previous close.
On Tuesday, the rupee
depreciated 4 paise to settle

at 83.48 against the US
dollar.
“We expect the rupee to
trade with a slight positive
bias on softening of the US
dollar and rise in global risk
sentiments. Strength in the
domestic markets may also
support sentiments,” said
Anuj Choudhary —
Research Analyst at
Sharekhan by BNP Paribas
“However, elevated crude oil
price and FII outflows may
cap sharp upside. Traders
may take cues from ADP
non-farm employment,
weekly unemployment
claims, ISM services PMI,
Challenger job cuts, trade
balance and factory orders

data from the US. Investors
may remain cautious ahead
of FOMC meeting minutes,”
Choudhary said.
Meanwhile, the dollar index,
which gauges the greenback’s
strength against a basket of
six currencies, was trading
0.10 per cent lower at 105.61.
Brent crude futures, the
global oil benchmark, were
trading 0.09 per cent higher
at USD 86.32 per barrel.
In the domestic equity
market, Sensex hit the
historic 80,000-mark and
Nifty scaled a fresh lifetime
high. The 30-share BSE
Sensex finally ended the day
545.35 points, or 0.69 per
cent, up at 79,986.80 points. 
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Automotive Tyre
M a n u f a c t u r e r s ’

Association on Wednesday
said its members are
witnessing a ‘severe crunch’ in
the availability of domestic
natural rubber and it may
disrupt production unless
supply issues of the raw
material are addressed.
Despite high prices of natural
rubber (NR), its availability
has shrunk, Automotive Tyre
Manufacturers Association
(ATMA) said, expressing
apprehension that some
“sections of natural rubber
producing interests or trade
are withholding the material
in anticipation of an increase
in the NR prices worsening
the availability”.
The “tyre industry has been

experiencing tightness in
domestic availability of
natural rubber for some
time. However currently a
severe crunch is being
witnessed despite the fact
that NR prices have touched
a multi-year high. The
paucity of natural price
needs to be addressed at the
earliest so that tyre
production processes are not
disrupted,” ATMA Director
General Rajiv Budhraja said
in a statement.
The Rubber Board had
estimated the total domestic
natural rubber stock available
in the country at 3.7 lakh
tonnes at the start of the
current fiscal, it said, adding
that “unfortunately, the
visibility of such a high stock
to support domestic demand
is not there”.
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Sebi notifies institutional mechanism
for brokers to prevent market abuse

India faces high debt, but sustainable for now: NCAER director 
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The food services market in
India is expected to reach

up to Rs 10 lakh crore by 2030
with the addressable customer
base estimated to expand to up
to 45 crore, according to a
report.
The online food delivery
segment is estimated to grow at
18 per cent CAGR (compound
annual growth rate) and
penetration is set to rise from
12 per cent in 2023 to 20 per
cent by 2030, said the report
titled ‘How India Eats’ by Bain
& Company and Swiggy.
The food services market in
India, which encompasses
dining out and ordering in, is
currently valued at Rs 5.5 lakh
crore. The market is poised to
grow at 10-?12 per cent
annually over the next seven
years, reaching Rs 9 lakh crore
to Rs 10 lakh crore by 2030, it
said.
“This growth trajectory will be
driven by robust fundamentals,
including an expanding
customer base, growing
consumption occasions, and a
rise in supply. Additionally,
online food delivery is
expected to grow faster at
(around) 18 per cent CAGR,
contributing 20 per cent to the
overall food services market by
2030,” the report said.
Swiggy Food Marketplace
CEO Rohit Kapoor said the
Indian food services market,
especially food delivery, has
witnessed buoyant growth over
the last few years.
“Higher incomes, digitisation,
improved customer
experience, and an inclination
to try new experiences have all
contributed to this growth,” he
added.

Upbeat about the growth in the
coming years, Kapoor said
China has four times the
number of restaurants per
million urban population
compared to India and the
study highlights this
headroom.
Bain & Company Partner and
co-author of the report
Navneet Chahal said the
Indian food services market is
at the cusp of transformation
and the sector’s dynamic
nature, characterised by
shifting consumer behaviours,
digitisation, and regional
diversity, offers immense
growth potential.
“As we look toward the next
decade, with an estimated
growth rate of 10-12 per cent
annually, exciting
opportunities loom on both
the demand and supply fronts.
By 2030, the market is poised
to serve an additional 110
million customers, gradually
shifting eating out from a
special event into a convenient
lifestyle,” she said.
The addressable customer base
for the Indian food services
market is expected to expand
by 11 crore, growing from the
current 32 crore to 34 crore to
approximately 43 crore to 45
crore by 2030.
“This surge will be supported
by macroeconomic tailwinds,
including rapid urbanisation
and a rise in affluence,” the
report said.
The study pointed out that
approximately 70 per cent of
food services consumption as
of 2023 is concentrated in the
top 50 cities and among upper-
middle and high-income
segments, which are expected
to remain demand hotspots in
the medium term.
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Olympic and world
champion javelin
thrower Neeraj

Chopra on Wednesday
clarified that Sunday’s Paris
Diamond League was never a
part of his competition
calendar this year.
The statement came after a
media report stated that
Chopra pulled out of the
event due to the adductor
niggle that has been
troubling him for the past
couple of months.
The 26-year-old took to ‘X’ to
say that there was no
question of a withdrawal
when he had not even
entered his name.
“Hello, everyone. Just to
clarify: the #ParisDL wasn’t
part of my competition
calendar this season, so I
haven’t ‘withdrawn’ from it.
I’m focusing on getting ready
for the Olympic Games.
“Thanks for your
understanding and support,
and wishing all the athletes
competing all the best!
#RoadToOlympics,” Chopra

posted.He was exempted
from last week’s National
Inter-State Championships,
which was a mandatory event
for all Indian athletes, by the
Athletics Federation Of
India.
The AFI said the relaxation
was given to him due to the

short turnaround time
between the domestic event
and the Diamond League on
July 7.
“We have made it very clear
that every athlete will
compete in India at the Inter-
State Championships,” AFI
president Adille Sumariwalla

had said, “But Paris
Diamond League is clashing
with the Inter-State
Championships and we feel
that Paris Diamond League
will be very important for
him (Neeraj) before the
Olympic Games therefore he
is the only guy who has been

given special permission to
participate in the Federation
Cup,” he added.
However, Chopra had
indicated last month that his
schedule will be decided
according to the state of his
body. “We had a discussion
that I would play in the

National Inter-State
Championships (June 27-30)
and it’s going to be held in
Panchkula in Haryana but it
was very near to the Paris
Olympics,” Chopra had said.
“Since I was playing in Doha
which is near to India.
Moreover, there is Paris
Diamond League (on July 7)
between National Inter-State
and Olympics. So, we
decided to compete here
(Federation Cup),” Chopra
had said.
“Further competition
schedule will be decided later
according to situation and
my body. Otherwise, I will go
to Paris from there (after
competing in Turku).”
Chopra, who scripted history
by becoming the first Indian
to win a track and field
medal at the Tokyo
Olympics, had won the gold
at the at the Paavo Nurmi
Games last month.
Following this, he had
opened up about his
adductor niggle which has
affected his season, saying he
will consult “different
doctors” after the Paris
Olympics.
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The Netherlands could be
peaking at just the right

time.
The Dutch team reached its
first European
Championship quarterfinal
in 16 years with a 3-0 win
over Romania on Tuesday
after its best performance by
far at Euro 2024.
Cody Gakpo broke the
deadlock in the 20th minute
and substitute Donyell
Malen scored two late goals
to send the Dutch to their
first quarterfinal in the
tournament since 2008.
“I think the whole
performance today was
outstanding and that’s what
we need to have a chance to
continue in this
tournament,” coach Ronald
Koeman said. “This is the
level. If you go down in that
level, then we don’t reach
the final.”
The Netherlands had
missed a plethora of earlier
opportunities to add to the
lead and captain Virgil van
Dijk also hit the woodwork.
It was nevertheless a much-
improved display compared
to its disappointing group
stage performance, which
ended in a 3-2 loss to
Austria.
Koeman’s side could get a
quick rematch in Berlin on
Saturday if Austria beats
Turkey in the final round of
16 match later Tuesday.
“Sometimes it’s difficult to
explain why you play bad,”
Koeman said. “Even today,
the start was difficult. They
were really aggressive. But
finally we found our ball
position. 
“What we created was good
football... Maybe one
critical point was that it
took too long to score the
second one. ... It’s difficult to
explain why one time you
play badly and the next time
you are really sharp from
the beginning.”
It was nevertheless a match

to remember for Romania
and its loud mass of yellow-
clad fans, who have lit up
the tournament. It was only
the second time Romania
had qualified for the
knockout stage at a
European Championship
and it did so as group
winner.
The bouncing yellow wall at
one end of the stadium gave
its team such a magnificent
send-off - singing and
applauding the players long
after the final whistle - that
it was almost as though
Romania had won the
game.
“Today we ended a great
story, which we started two
years ago. We continued
that story here in Germany
along with the fans of the
national team,” Romania
coach Edward Iordanescu
said. “The team gave a great
effort, but there is some
sadness.  “We wanted more,
but we gave our all. Thank
you to my lads, the
supporters and Romanians
everywhere in the world
who supported us.”
Romania had dominated
possession until Gakpo’s
goal, but never really tested
Netherlands goalkeeper
Bart Verbruggen. Instead
the opener came when Xavi
Simons surged forward
before finding Gakpo on the
left. The Liverpool forward
cut inside the blue-haired
Andrei Raiu and fired into
the near bottom corner.
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Lionel Messi won’t be in
Argentina’s squad at the

Olympics starting later this
month in Paris.
Coach Javier Mascherano
included four World Cup
winners in the squad he
announced Tuesday, including
striker Julián Álvarez and
defender Nicolás Otamendi. 
The 37-year-old Messi, who
has struggled with injuries this
year, is now playing at the
Copa America, aiming to
defend the continental title he
won in 2021. That victory
served as a springboard for
Argentina to lift the World
Cup in 2022.
Messi won the gold medal at
Beijing in 2008 in his only
Olympic campaign.
The Olympic men’s soccer
tournament is for under-23
teams, but three older players
are allowed on each squad.
Mascherano, who won the
Olympic gold medal as a
player in 2004 and ‘08, will add
goalkeeper Gerónimo Rulli,
Otamendi and Álvarez to his
squad after Copa America is
finished. Midfielder Claudio
Echeverri, a recent signing for
Manchester City from River
Plate, will also join.
Argentina will play two
friendlies in France before its
Olympic soccer tournament
opener against Morocco on
July 24.
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Daniel Muñoz scored the
tying goal in the first-half

stoppage time, and Colombia
won its first-round group at
the Copa America with a 1-1
draw against Brazil that
extended its unbeaten streak to
26 games.
Colombia goalkeeper Camilo
Vargas saved Brazil’s final
chance on a shot by Andreas
Pereira in the fifth minute of
second-half stoppage time.
Colombia plays Panama in a
quarterfinal on Saturday at

Glendale, Arizona, while Brazil
fell into what appears to be a
more difficult game against
Uruguay later that night at Las
Vegas.
Los Cafeteros, who finished
with seven points to Brazil’s
five, had back-to-back scoring
chances in the 84th minute but
couldn’t capitalize.
Brazil went ahead in the 12th
minute when Raphinha
launched a left-footed free kick
into the upper right corner of
the net just above the
outstretched hand of Vargas. 
The Brazilian winger jumped

and pumped his fist as the
seasoned Seleção struck first
on a blazing-hot night at Levi’s
Stadium, home of the NFL’s
San Francisco 49ers.

Players put on an entertaining
show in the Group D finale,
with Brazil’s Bruno Guimarães
calling Colombia “a stone in
our shoe” in the lead up to
Tuesday. What was expected to
be a tense, physical, foul-filled
match more than lived up to
that hype featuring five yellow
cards as a sea of jerseys the
same color representing both
countries packed the seats -
once the fans finally got inside,
that is. Some scanning
equipment became very hot
and slowed down the process.
A crowd of 70,971 attended the

game, and the 24 group-stage
games drew 1,115,400 for an
average of 46,475.
The Bay Area is facing an
excessive heat warning and the
temperature at kickoff was 98
degrees - though about half the
field on one sideline was
shaded. 
In the eighth minute, James
Rodríguez had Colombia’s best
early chance when he hit the
bar on a left-footed shot on a
direct free kick from outside
the penalty area He had
another shot in the 16th that
sailed high.
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Amoment of Mert Gunok
brilliance sparked

celebrations for Turkish fans
and a big exclamation from
Austria rival Michael
Gregoritsch, who described
it as one of the best saves
he’d ever seen.
Goalkeeper Gunok pulled
off one of the saves of the
European Championship
deep into injury time on
Tuesday to secure Turkey’s
place in the quarterfinals.
He leaped instinctively into
a full-stretch dive to his
right to palm away a close-
range header from Austria’s
Christoph Baumgartner
four minutes into stoppage
time, preserving his team’s
2-1 win and preventing the
round-of-16 match from
going into extra time.
“I think that’s one of the best
saves I’ve ever seen live on
the field,” Gregoritsch said.
“You have to give credit to
the Turkish goalkeeper
because I think it was
extremely difficult to stop.

Unbelievable, really.”
Austria coach Ralf Rangnick
was asked if the goal
reminded him of England
goalkeeper Gordon Banks’
famous stop to deny Pelé at
the 1970 World Cup.
“True,” he replied.
Later, Rangnick rued the
save, saying he was sure that
if the ball had gone in,
Austria would have gone on
to win the match.
“With Gordon Banks in

goal, that was the last chance
that we had,” the German
coach said.
It was Gunok’s fourth big
save of the game, including a
one-on-one situation
against Marko Arnautovic.
It meant Merih Demiral’s
two goals were enough to
send Turkey through to a
quarterfinal against the
Netherlands in Berlin’s
Olympiastadion on
Saturday.
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Marketa Vondrousova became
the first defending women’s

champion at Wimbledon to lose in
the first round the next year since
1994, eliminated 6-4, 6-2 by Jessica
Bouzas Maneiro at Centre Court.
Vondrousova was a surprise title
winner at the All England Club 12
months ago, the first unseeded
woman to claim the trophy at the
grass-court Grand Slam
tournament.
Now she enters the books in
another — and less-wanted —
historic way. The only other time
in the sport’s Open era, which
dates to 1968, that a woman went
from a championship at
Wimbledon to an immediate exit a
year later was when Steffi Graf was
defeated by Lori McNeil 30 years
ago.
“I was happy to be back on the
Centre Court,” Vondrousova said.
“It just didn’t go as planned today.”
Vondrousova was seeded No. 6
this time, but the left-hander, who
was the runner-up at the 2019
French Open and a silver medalist
at the Tokyo Olympics three years

ago, was never quite able to
demonstrate her full game
Tuesday. She appeared to still be
suffering after-effects from a fall
during a tuneup tournament on
grass in Berlin last month that
hurt her hip.
“I was a bit slower, maybe. I was a
bit scared,” Vondrousova said.
“But credit to her. She was playing
a good match, too. I didn’t feel at
my best, (but) she didn’t gave me
many points for free.”
How big a deal was this for Bouzas
Maneiro?
She is competing in a Grand Slam
tournament for only the third time
and came into the day with an 0-2
record at those events. Bouzas
Maneiro also had never won a
match at a tour-level grass
tournament and never beaten an
opponent ranked in the top 10.
“This is one of the most important
moments in my life, in my career,
here in this sport. This is
amazing,” said Bouzas Maneiro, a
21-year-old from Spain who is
ranked 83rd this week, equaling
her career high.
“I was like, I have no pressure. Just
enjoy the moment, enjoy the

tournament.’ Just trying to be free
playing, and I did it, so I’m happy
for that,” she said.
Vondrousova added to the series
of past major title winners
dropping out of the singles

brackets within the first 30 hours
of action at Wimbledon this year -
although others did so without
playing a point.
Earlier Tuesday, Andy Murray
pulled out of singles because he

decided he wasn’t able to compete
a little more than a week after
having surgery to remove a cyst
from his spine. His final
appearance at Wimbledon, which
he won in 2013 and 2016, will

come in doubles alongside his
older brother, Jamie.
Two seeded women who both
have been ranked No. 1 and own
two Australian Open
championships apiece, No. 3
Aryna Sabalenka and No. 16
Victoria Azarenka, withdrew on
Monday before their first-round
matches because of shoulder
injuries. Sabalenka was the pre-
tournament favorite to take the
women’s title, according to
BetMGM Sportsbook.
Intermittent rain delayed matches
on the outside courts more than
once Tuesday, and the retractable
roofs at Centre Court and No. 1
Court were shut to allow play in
those two stadiums. No. 6 seed
Andrey Rublev lost, while winners
on Day 2 included No. 1 Iga
Swiatek, 2022 champion Elena
Rybakina and No. 5 seed Jessica
Pegula among the women, and
seven-time champion Novak
Djokovic, No. 4 seed Alexander
Zverev and No. 7 Hubert Hurkacz
among the men.
For Djokovic, his 6-1, 6-2, 6-2 win
against qualifier Vit Kopriva was
the first match since having

surgery to repair a torn meniscus
in his right knee on June 5.
“Obviously started a little bit more
cautious, I would say. I didn’t
really maybe go for certain shots
100% ... (in) the first set,” said
Djokovic, who wore a gray sleeve
on his right knee. “I played, I
think, just enough to win
confidently in straight sets. I felt
like as the match progressed, I
moved better.”
The initial signs of trouble for
Vondrousova on Tuesday came
right away: She double-faulted
three times in the very first game
and got broken to trail 1-0.
“My serve wasn’t so good today,”
Vondrousova said. “Overall, I
think, I wasn’t at my best.” 
She would wind up with seven
double-faults, part of her total of
28 unforced errors, twice as many
as Bouzas Maneiro in a match that
lasted only a little more than an
hour. “I’m surprised with myself,
honestly. At the beginning, I was a
little bit nervous, but then ... The
atmosphere was so nice,” Bouzas
Maneiro said. “I was comfortable
here playing, and I was like at
home.
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As many as 30 “high-
potential” swimmers

have been identified for
training as part of a newly-
launched ‘Mizuho Elite
Programme’ at the Inspire
Institute of Sports here to
prepare them for the 2026
Asian Games and the 2028
Olympic qualifiers. 
Inspire Institute of Sports
has entered into a
partnership with Mizuho
Bank for this. The two
entities have identified
swimming as one of the key
sports which can be
developed at the grassroots
level and announced a
partnership to support 30
swimmers.
Launched in 2023, the IIS
Swimming Programme
features two state-of-the-art
pools, and promises
technical coaching,
competition exposure, and
support in sports science,
strength and conditioning,
nutrition, education, mental

health, and residential
facilities.
Talented young swimmers
Maana Patel, Kushagra
Rawat, Ishaan Mehra, Astha
Choudhury, Ashmitha
Chandra, and Bikram
Changmai are part of the
programme.
Maana Patel said the
partnership will go a long
way in helpingthem realise

their potenatial. “I am
grateful to be a part of such a
programme. Mizuho has
been generous in their
donations, which has
allowed us to participate in
various competitions
globally, buy heating plant
and other various training
equipment for the pool,” she
said. 
Parth Jindal, Founder of IIS,

echoed the sentiment.
“It energises our mission to
make India a sporting
superpower. Their belief in
our swimming programme is
inspiring, and I am excited
for the future,” he said.
“Mizuho’s support will
significantly raise our
standards. Our rapid growth
and success promise a
transformative impact on
Indian sport,” Rushdee
Warley, CEO of IIS, added.
Mizuho, a leading global
bank with over 28 years in
India, operates five branches
and four entities, including
Mizuho Bank and Mizuho
Securities. 
Piyush Agarwal, Senior
Managing Director & Head -
Corporate & Institutional
Banking (India) at Mizuho,
said, “We believe India, with
its youthful population,
deserves a place on the
global podium. Sports build
essential skills like resilience
and teamwork, and we hope
to inspire many through this
initiative.”
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Ayoung Indian cricket
team led by skipper
Shubman Gill and with

National Cricket Academy
chief VVS Laxman as coach
arrived here to play a five-
match T20 International series
against Zimbabwe beginning
July 6.
The team was seen exiting the
airport with their luggage in a
video posted by Zimbabwe
Cricket on X. The entire squad
had departed from Mumbai
on Tuesday, while Gill, who
was a travelling reserve with
the T20 World Cup side in the
Americas, arrived here from
New York after a break.
“We welcome T20 World Cup
champions India,” wrote ZC
on Tuesday night in a post on
‘X’.
Young top-order batter Riyan
Parag, who will be making his
India debut in the series, said
in a video posted by BCCI that
he had a childhood dream of
travelling like this (with the
national side).

“The feel of donning India
jersey, travelling with the side
is different. Coming from
Assam, I had this dream of
playing for India. Really
happy. There will be a special
connection for Zimbabwe
when I play my first match.
“That will be a special moment
for that ground and myself,
which would be very sacred,”
he said.
“After misplacing my passport,
to phones, we are finally here
after a 20 hour journey. Now,
really looking forward to the
tour,” Parag added.
Another newcomer, medium
pacer Tushar Deshpande, said
the feeling of being in the
national setup is “slowly
sinking in and it’s like a dream
come true for me. Playing for
the country is a very special
thing.”
“Travelling with the team is
the most important and
getting to know them,
knowing the atmosphere of
the team and most important
for me is the fun we have
during travel,” added

Deshpande.
Big-hitting left-hander
Abhishek Sharma said from
the day he started playing
cricket, he had only one
dream, which was to play for
the country.
“I know if I continue working
hard, I will get an opportunity
but I didn’t know I will get it
outside India in Zimbabwe.
“I got a call from (skipper)
Shubman after my name was
announced in the squad.
Everyone has been giving me
so much of affection. For me it
was a very big thing,” added
Sharma.
“When I reached home after
my name had been
announced, I saw my family
members giving interviews.
So, I think, that was one
moment I will always
remember,” he said.
India will play their opening
match against the Sikandar
Raza-captained Zimbabwe on
July 6 at the Harere Cricket
Ground. The remaining four
games will also be played at
the same venue. The series will

conclude on July 14.
T20 World Cup travelling
reserves Sanju Samson and
Yashasvi Jaiswal along with all-
rounder Shivam Dube were
slated to join the Zimbabwe-
bound group but are stranded
in Barbados due to hurricane
Beryl.
Sai Sudharsan, Jitesh Sharma
and Harshit Rana were on
Tuesday named as
replacements for trio in the
Indian squad for the first two
matches of the series.
Samson, Jaiswal and Dube
along with the other senior
players will be arriving in
India aboard a charter flight
on Thursday morning. The
players will later be felicitated
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in New Delhi.
Pacer Khaleel Ahmed and
batter Rinku Singh, travelling
reserves for the T20 World
Cup, are also currently in
Barbados.
The BCCI has not named
replacements for the duo even
though they are in the squad
for Zimbabwe series.
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Indian Grandmaster R
Praggnanandhaa was held

to a draw by lowest ranked
Deac Bogdan-Daniel of
Romania in the sixth round of
the Superbet Classic
tournament, a part of the
grand chess tour here. 
Iranian-French Grandmaster
Alireza Firouzja shined with
his moves against Wesley So
of the United States. 
With the World
Championship on his mind,
India’s D Gukesh seemed to
keep in reserve his real
weapons and signed for peace
with Maxime Vachier-
Lagrave of France.
Praggnanandhaa tried his
hand against the ever-solid
Nimzo Indian defense. But it
was an off day for the Indian
who was confidently
breached by the Romanian. 
Bogdan-Daniel matched
Praggnanandhaa move for
move and the game was
drawn through repetition
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Aiden Markram was
‘brave’ and ‘tactically

astute’ while leading South
Africa to their first-ever
appearance in the final of
the T20 World Cup which
they narrowly lost to India
last week at Barbados, said
former skipper Graeme
Smith on Wednesday. 
South Africa had a near-
perfect campaign in the T20
World Cup under
Markram’s captaincy with
their only defeat coming in
the final when India pipped
the Proteas by seven runs. 
“Aiden was particularly
good during the
tournament. He was
tactically astute, had good
plans and was brave enough
to make the big calls and
then get all his players to
commit to it,” said Smith in
a media release. 
“We have, of course, seen
Aiden captain in this
manner before over the
course of the past two SA20
seasons, leading the
Sunrisers Eastern Cape to
back-to-back championship
titles, but now he has
transferred this experience
to the international arena,”
added Smith, who is SA20’s
league commissioner. 
Smith said SA20, in its two
seasons so far, has been able
to prepare the South African
cricketers to be ready for

pressure and challenges at
the highest level. 
“From the outset, the
league, alongside Cricket
South Africa, has wanted to
provide South African
cricketers with the
opportunity to be exposed
to a higher level of domestic
cricket where the players are
able to rub shoulders and
learn from some of the best
the game has to offer,” he
said. “Players are exposed to
high-pressure and
competitive cricket and this
experience stood them in
good stead in the US and
Caribbean,” said one of the
greatest South Africa
captains. 
Smith praised Ottneil
Baartman for his impressive
performances, particularly
in the group stage, wherein
the right-arm bowler
produced measly spells. 
“Ottneil is the epitome of a
SA20 success story. A
relatively unknown player
before SA20 that has
transformed and grown in
confidence due to
experiences with the
Sunrisers Eastern Cape is
phenomenal,” Smith said.
“Despite playing in his very
first T20 World Cup, he
backed his skills under
immense pressure. The four
wickets against the
Netherlands and the last
over against Nepal definitely
stands out,” he added.
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Hardik Pandya rose two
places to become the first

Indian to occupy the number
one spot in the ICC’s T20I all-
rounders’ rankings on
Wednesday, as the country’s
cricketers improved their
standings following their
title-winning performance in
the just-concluded World
Cup.
The 30-year-old, who handed
telling blows to South Africa
in the T20 World Cup final on
July 29 by dismissing half-
centurion Heinrich Klaasen
and David Miller in his 3/20
effort, climbed up two places
to go level with Sri Lankan
star Wanindu Hasaranga as
the top-ranked men’s T20I all-
rounder.
Following a topsy-turvy IPL
where he was the target of
fans’ boos as Mumbai Indians’
new captain, Pandya turned it
around in style in the T20
World Cup in the USA and
the Caribbean.

Pandya made impactful
cameos down the order with
the bat and made
breakthroughs with the ball
when the team needed him to.
He finished with 144 runs at a
batting strike-rate of over 150
and also took 11 wickets in
the tournament.
His best performance came in

the final when he triggered a
dramatic South African
collapse after the Proteas
needed 30 runs from 30 balls
with Klaasen in full flow.
Pandya gave the decisive blow
by dismissing Klaasen in the
first ball of the 17th over.
He went on to bowl the tense
final over and defended 16

runs to help India pip South
Africa by seven runs and win
their second T20 World Cup
title.

BIG MOVER BUMRAH
India’s star fast bowler Jasprit
Bumrah, who won the Player
of the Tournament award at
the T20 World Cup for his 15
wickets, moved up 12 spots to
be just outside the top-10.
He’s at 12th, his highest
position since the end of
2020. 
There were other movements
in the top 10 of the T20I all-
rounders’ rankings, with
Marcus Stoinis , Sikandar
Raza, Shakib Al Hasan and
Liam Livingstone rising by
one spot each.
Mohammad Nabi moved
down four spots to go out of
the top five.
In the T20I bowling rankings,
South Africa’s Anrich Nortje
rose seven places to a career-
best second spot to be just
behind top-ranked Adil
Rashid with 675 rating points.
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Star Indian men’s doubles pair
of Satwiksairaj Rankireddy

and Chirag Shetty has “cracked”
the service variation challenge
and is focussing on “comprehen-
sive physical and mental condi-
tioning” to ensure peak perfor-
mance at the upcoming Paris
Olympics.
Satwik, 23, and Chirag, 26, have
been troubled by the wide vari-
ations of tumble, spin and wide
serves that their opponents,
mainly the Koreans and
Indonesians, have employed
against them during the recent
tournaments.
Chirag said they have addressed
the “new challenge” and remains
confident of negotiating it dur-
ing the Paris Games.
“Regarding serve variations,
they are a new challenge, but
placing complete importance
on that wouldn’t be right,”
Chirag told PTI in an email
interview.
“There was a time when we
struggled with receiving them,
but we eventually cracked it. We

know what to do, we’ve been
practicing, and we’re confident
we’ll come out strong at the
Olympics to counter that.”
The current world number 3
pair had narrowly missed out of
a quarterfinal berth in the last
Olympics when despite winning
two of their three group match-
es, the duo couldn’t qualify for
the knockout stage as it was set-
tled on the basis of the number
of games won and lost.
“The experience of playing in
the Tokyo Olympics has been
invaluable in our preparation for
the Paris Games. Competing at
such a high level has taught us
crucial lessons about handling
pressure, staying focused, and
adapting to different playing
conditions,” Satwik said.
Chirag added: “The intensity
and atmosphere of the Olympics
are unparalleled, and having
been through it once, we now
have a better understanding of
what to expect and the initial jit-
ters of being at the Olympics for
the first time are also not going
to be there.
“Additionally, winning the

French Open has naturally given
us a significant confidence
boost.”
In the last couple of years, the
duo worked its way to become
the world number one after a
series of sensational perfor-
mance, including winning the
Commonwealth Games gold
medal, a bronze at the World
Championships in 2022, and
gold in the Hangzhou Asian
Games. 
They also played a crucial role
in India’s epic Thomas Cup win
in 2022. Satwik and Chirag
have won the French Open and
Thailand Open this year after

reaching the finals at the
Malaysian Super 750 and India
Super 750.
“As the Olympics draw closer,
our approach is becoming more
focussed and strategic. We’re
fine-tuning every aspect of our
game to ensure peak perfor-
mance when we step onto the
court in Paris,” Satwik said.
“This includes developing spe-
cific game plans for our poten-
tial opponents by studying their
strengths and weaknesses in
detail, concentrating on target-
ed drills, and enhancing our on-
court positions and shot selec-
tions.

“We are taking a holistic
approach to our preparations.
We’re in a good rhythm and are
eagerly looking forward to be
back at the Olympics.
Comprehensive physical and
mental conditioning is at the
heart of our preparation.”
The duo has been troubled
sometimes by the left-right com-
binations such as Korean Seo
Seung-jae and Kang Min-hyuk
and Danish Kim Astrup and
Anders Skaarup Rasmussen but
Chirag feels they don’t have
any problem against any partic-
ular pair.
“I can’t really pinpoint a specif-
ic pair that we find particularly
tricky to play against. On any
given day, if a pair plays well,
they can pose a challenge.
However, I believe that if we play
at our best, we can beat anyone,”
he said.
“So, there’s no specific pair or
lefty-righty combination that
particularly affects us. That said,
all our competitors in the
Olympics will be quite good...”
On expectations and handling
pressure at the big-ticket event,

Satwik said: “We understand
Olympics is the greatest, biggest
tournament there is and natural-
ly there are hopes and wishes
from each Olympic-bound ath-
lete.
“We don’t want to think so much
about the pressures, we’re look-
ing to go out there, enjoy the
atmosphere, have a great time on
court and take it one game at a
time and see how it goes. We do
not want to put ourselves under
any pressure from the word go. 
“We’re used to the expectations
and pressures that come along
in our game... We’re primarily
looking to go out there and do
great things on the court and
have fun while doing that.”
Chirag and Satwik are also
mentors of PNB MetLife Junior
Badminton Championship
(JBC), which will begin on
August 1 in the national capital.
“JBC offers a fantastic oppor-
tunity to nurture budding
badminton talent in India.
JBC also offers players access
to mentoring, coaching, and
training from veterans in the
sport. 

Markram was brave, tactically
astute while leading South
Africa in T20 World Cup: Smith
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Indian tennis ace Sumit Nagal
feels he had the momentum

in the third set of the
Wimbledon first-round tie
against higher-ranked Miomir
Kecmanovic of Serbia but his
relative inexperience on grass
cost him the match.
The 26-year-old Indian, who is
set to participate in his second
Olympics in less than a month,
lost the Wimbledon men’s
singles opener to Kecmanovic,
ranked 19 places higher than
him, in a marathon four-setter
lasting nearly three-and-a-half
hours.
Nagal lost 2-6, 6-3, 3-6, 4-6.
The 71st-ranked from Jhajjar,
making it to the Wimbledon

main draw for the first time,
won the second set to come on
even terms but the Serbian,
ranked 52nd, won the next two
to advance.
“This is my first main draw at
Wimbledon, and playing on
the grass surface is not easy;
you need a bit of experience.
But I think I did whatever I
could, I fought hard. I felt like I
could have served better, and

there were a few things here
and there in the match I could
have done better,” Nagal told
Star Sports. “Later on in the
third set, the momentum was
kind of shifting towards me. I
think, like I said, if I could have
broken him at 5-3, him
serving, I think the match
could have changed in a funny
way.”
He said the SW19 experience
was the one to cherish.
“It was a great experience.
Obviously, when you play for
three, three-and-a-half hours,
you always feel like, ‘this could
have been done or that could
have been done.’ But like I said,
if I could have changed things
in the third set, I would have
really liked that (broken the

opponent at 5-3). Nagal said
his aim is to keep climbing up
the rankings ladder and he is
looking forward to a good
show at the Paris Olympics,
where he will have to shift to
clay courts.
“I keep on climbing the
rankings. There are a few goals
that I need to finish, and that
will be one of them - to keep on
climbing the rankings. 
“Now, I’m going back on clay
to get ready for Paris. I’m
looking forward to it; it’s going
to be my second Olympics, and
I’m super, super excited for it.”
Nagal, who was ranked 160th
during the Tokyo Olympics,
had lost in straight sets to
Daniil Medvedev in the second
round.
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GILL-LED TEAM INDIA LANDS IN HARARE FOR T20IS AGAINST ZIMBABWE
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after 38 moves. It was not so easy
for Gukesh as well as he seemed
to withheld his true preparation
for the World Championship
match against Ding Liren,
scheduled in November this
year in Singapore. Alireza stole
the show on a dull day in the
grand chess tour. He was at his
best and crawled back with his
second win of the tournament to
be in striking distance of
tournament leader Fabio
Caruana of the United States.


